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contributers’ notes

Foreword

The writing world is stranger than I imagined it. Before college, I
thought the literary community was very straightforward. My mental
flowchart went something like:
matt writes novel

novel gets published

matt gets fame, ten cars,
a boat with a gold mermaid on front
But in reality, the writing community is less about me and more
about community. We should all value the work our peers are doing
as much, if not more, than our own. That’s simply what this journal
is: another attempt to represent writing that I and my co-editor
Hellen L. Bourque enjoy reading. And while I wish all published
here and writers at large to get ten cars, I know there is a lot more
important than that.
- Matthew Luzitano

But wherever I was going, I don’t care anymore,
because no place I could arrive at
is good enough for this, this thing made out of experience
but to which experience will never measure up.

tony hoagland

Danielle LeBlanc

REASONS TO WORRY
OVER BRUISED CANS:

Because botulism kills one person a year
and that one person could be my teenage brother,
college roommate, or the man I am sleeping with.
Because the man I am sleeping with believes we are all candles
waiting to whittle ourselves down the wick and douse
completely out. But mostly because he is fine with this
and I am not. Because mortality, that gossamer moth,
brushes its wings against my synapses, and I cannot
think of anything more immediate than incubating
clandestine cancer or driving over the median just
because we can. Because cars are merely giant cans
with death motors humming in the night,
driver, the hidden disease. Because they say never
to rescue hitchhikers, especially if they are young and bearded
and flannel-swathed, toting pot-bellied pit bulls strung out
on old ropes. Because rape is real, and I am curved
like a Daphne tree. Because they say pit bull is a synonym
for bad with children. Because I want children.
Because when those plump babies
tongue-test the world, I will shield them
from words like decapitation, pedophilia,
and shotgun, instead offering pregnant doses
of sun-ripe, sanguinity, and blush-begotten.
Because nothing exists that isn’t meant to last—
I must believe this—and because of that, I will lace
my paper house accordingly, ensuring that nothing,
nothing, will ever fully crumble.
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Emily Young
GRUMPERT

Chloe woke up at one o’clock with a weight on her bladder. Groggier
than usual, she stumbled her way to the bathroom and stepped in
something—water. Her head ached. She remembered but, in her sleepiness,
was hardly able to accept the memory as real. How she had arrived home
hours earlier, eight o’clock, and seen Maizy, her Green Terror, sitting on the
floor of her 30-gallon fish tank. She did that sometimes, brooding like a hen.
Chloe had vaguely hoped that she wasn’t laying eggs again, which she would
sit on for days and eventually eat.
But there above her, an orange, unseeing eye in yellow fish face.
Grumpert, her Red Devil, still and staring, large and hanging in the top of
the tank. Maizy darkened below him, blinking, although, Chloe told herself,
fish can’t blink. In an instant she thought of ways in which so obvious a scene
could be a mask for something more innocent. Grumpert maybe playing
with Maizy? She thought she shouted, “No!” or said it quietly to no one, Liz
having left for the weekend.
Chloe dropped her bag on the floor and stepped closer to the tank,
but up close, there was still nothing to do. She sat and let her eyes overflow.
Desperate, she texted Steve:
Grumpert died. Can
you come over?

She waited, but he didn’t respond. Somehow, a half-hour passed. Then
Chloe got up off the couch and looked back in the tank. Still floating. Still
brooding. Casper, an Albino Oscar, peeked cautiously out of a tiny rock
cave, then retreated.
Switching into auto-pilot, Chloe did what she had to. Grumpert was
too big to flush, not that she felt comfortable with such a send-off. At the
same time, she couldn’t imagine leaving him anywhere dry. Dead or alive,
she wanted him in water.
Dead. The closest suitable water source was a few blocks away, the creek
at the bottom of Cascadilla Gorge.
In lieu of a hearse, Chloe found a small frying pan. With her little green
fish net – too small really to catch a moving Grumpert – Chloe gently lifted
the little body out of the water. He was still beautiful, yellow and huge. She
looked back at the tank. The fish seemed to meet her gaze, Maizy still on the
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bottom, Casper having moved to the other end of the tank. How long had
Grumpert been dead? Setting the frying pan down, Chloe pulled the various
supplies out of the cupboard under the tank: a bucket, a siphon, and a long
tube. With frantic efficiency, Chloe evacuated a third of the water and a great
deal of shit from the bottom of the tank, prompting Maizy to abandon her
post above what was, thankfully, not eggs but a comfortable-looking rock.
Throughout the process, Chloe mumbled reassurances to her remaining
two fish, pouring fresh water over their heads, you guys are okay. Maizy made
a feeble attempt to fight with the siphon and then hid with Casper at the
back of the tank. Finished, Chloe glanced around to find where she had left
Grumpert—on the stove, in a frying pan. She grabbed the handle and headed
for the door, still wearing her Pizza Hut uniform.
It was embarrassing or ridiculous or sad. It was nine o’clock on
Halloween, a Friday, and the streets of Ithaca weren’t nearly as deserted as
she had hoped. Most people were either dressed up or drunk or both, but she
was still the only girl holding a frying pan with a dead yellow fish in front
of her, dodging people and cocked eyebrows as she walked down the street,
headed towards the heart of College Town.
Chloe held her head up, for Grumpert. She felt a little stupid to care so
much about a fish. She knew a girl in high school whose family had a fish
tank, and their fish died all the time, only to be replaced with new ones. But
those fish were little, flashy. They came in schools. They weren’t the kind of
fish that stuck in your ribs. She remembered Grumpert begging for food,
his cat-who-ate-the-canary face, him floating wide at the top, and the dam
almost burst again. She lurched a little, Grumpert shifted in the pan, and
then she regained her control. No one had seen, she didn’t think.
She crossed the street before College Town Bagels, and then crossed
the bridge over Cascadilla Gorge. There was a little, nearly vertical path
that zigzagged down the side of the gorge, through a thick growth of bushes
and rocks. This had to be one of the creepiest places she could go alone on
Halloween, and, if it weren’t for her nerves already being shot in a different
direction, she would have psyched herself out just thinking about the things
Steve had told her about people jumping off that bridge.
She carefully made her way down the path, holding Grumpert out before
her, her sneakers slipping a little on the slick ground. It felt about ten degrees
colder down in the gorge, and a shiver shifted up Chloe’s legs to her spine,
tightening her shoulders and chattering her teeth. There were broken cans
and bottles, and graffiti on every available surface, but Chloe didn’t really
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know it any other way. A damp mist hung above the water, a slow trickle
down the lowest line of the gorge, just enough for her purposes.
Chloe crouched next to the stream, shivered again. She looked down
in the pan. He doesn’t look sick at all. He had been such a healthy fish. Chloe
reached out a finger and gently pushed down, right in the middle of his body.
She recoiled. He felt so solid, his skin textured like heavy-duty water-proof
jackets. Which, she supposed, was appropriate. She wasn’t exactly sure what
she had expected. She had expected never to touch him.
Deciding not to prolong the moment any more than she needed to, she
reached the little frying pan towards the water and slowly dipped it in. The
cold water supported Grumpert’s body, and he moved swiftly and away down
the stream, swimming backwards, a little gold leaf. He was still beautiful
when he was dead. Chloe didn’t cry any more, even though she thought she
might. She felt kind of peaceful and drained as she watched the spot where
Grumpert had disappeared.
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Linsey Albrecht
LADY HORSE MOTHER
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Jacques Rancourt

NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
WINNER OF THE SPRING 2009 EDITORS’ CHOICE AWARD

i
My mother tells the story: the morning
before I was born, a snowy owl bowed
the clothes line twine, nearly invisible
among the swell of white sheets, the flutter
of T-shirts and pillow cases. They stared
at each other for as long as the moments
between ballooning cloth allowed. When I kicked
inside her, the owl leaped—with one stretch
of her wings, she swung over the sea-green
lawn, and without wavering, sailed
into the forest of beeches: a white current,
a ribbon weaving through the slate branches,
disappearing behind wisps of leaves.
ii
Licorice wings, black so black they gleam
blue: why are crows in Native American
folklore creators, forging the earth in currents
of black silk, but in Europe, gravestones,
and one crow a warning but three a wedding?
What did it mean when, in October, sunlight
drizzling down from oak branches, a million
crows dissolved the sky, charring the setting sun
in a riptide of caws?
iii
On one side, hidden by a row of bent reeds,
the ocean surf silences the stark dog barks,
and waves braid altocumulus scales on sand dunes.
The other side, a wet marsh so silent and still
that when the great egret raised his fork legs
and lifted himself into the air with large kicks
of his wings, I was surprised to see anything
6

move at all. Flying so low along the mirrored
marsh water, there seemed to be two: bellies
brushing, wings folding about each other. Together,
they beat gently towards the setting sun.
iv
Suppose I lived in the woods, a house built
with logs I nailed together. Suppose smoke blew
from the hull of its throat and steps led
down to a pond brimming with bullfrogs who’d
inflate each night with baseline belches.
The fishscale shingles of my roof would bare
the fleeting shadows of goshawks, ospreys, swallowtailed kites gliding from pine tree to pine tree.
v
Emerald twitter sheening my alabaster spine:
hummingbirds in my stomach. I built
an altar in a forest, the golden leaves stacked
on stacks of granite. In the forest, I wait—
the whoop of red crossbills, the trill-slope
of eastern phoebes. In the forest, time passes
almost instantly as hummingbirds motor
up my esophagus, brim my lips.
vi
My dad and his friend Kenny take slugs
of Budweiser to cover the silence of February.
I’m five and in a red snowsuit. Kenny takes
my mittened hand and leads me into the woodshed:
sawdust stings my eyes: the smell of split pine,
beech, oak. He points up into the shadowed
wedge of a corner where a barn owl—small
as a boy, wide-eyed and folded—is frozen
hard to the splintered beam.
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vii
Moving through a summer field of hay
after swimming, I pass a quail lying on the ground.
I think she might be hurt, so I lean in closer.
Her eyes are lifeless black beads outlined
by tangerine that gives way to the outward hook
of her beak. She doesn’t flinch, doesn’t move
while I hover above, but I see her gray round body
inflate, deflate, and under her heartbeat, eggs.
viii
The wet newspaper softening on my porch tells
how a Georgian woman spent the afternoon
rummaging through the timber flakes
of her house, searching for her son’s other hand.
Above my door, a robin’s nest is slowly blown
apart by the wind. First, a few blonde strands,
then a twig. If I move her eggs, the mother might not
find them, flapping wildly at the crook above my door.
If I don’t, soon the blue shells will tumble and bomb
the doorstep, the sun caking their lifeless juice.
ix
From two hundred miles away, a thrush whistled
when Grandma died. It sounded hollow
and thin, like a straw, passing through me
the way sound does, kneading downward into shivers.
So empty and sharp, I should have known
what it symbolized. And in the baseroot of that
tingling, stinging itch at my spine, I suppose
I did—it was the sound of wings, Grandma surfacing:
a snowy owl with moonlight in her breast,
gliding over the gleaming lake water and sailing
effortlessly to nowhere.
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Amy Blankenship
SADIE’S NECK

Ernest thought about Sadie’s neck a lot. He thought about kissing it,
touching it. He thought about the string of heirloom pearls her mother
had given her when they got married and how she always wore them snug
to her pulse. He thought about her pale skin—gentle paper—and how her
veins raced like roads, blue and sweetly visible underneath the surface. It was
delicate and soft, like clean white sheets or down. He often thought about
it smeared with blood. Strikes of red against her snowy skin, droplets lining
the delicate muscles like rubies that shadow her pearls.
He hardly slept at night. He wasn’t sleeping now. He was watching Sadie
breathe, trying to forget about her neck. Car headlights slanted through the
bedroom windows and chased each other across the wall. He heard people
out in the street, laughing, stumbling home after last call. The street light
blinked a cautious yellow outside. Each flash illuminated the bedroom. He
could see the record player in the corner, the records in an egg crate beside it.
A small bureau was beside the record player, at the foot of the bed. The door
to the rest of the house was on the far left corner of the room, the bathroom
door right beside it. It was small, but they lived comfortably—they were even
thinking about buying a color television.
He looked down at Sadie’s sleeping face—her blonde hair curled around
her nose and settled on her lips. The ends waved at him when she exhaled.
He looped his finger around the strand and settled it back around her neck,
covering it.
She stirred. He didn’t mean to wake her; she would want to talk. Sadie
was always talking—she wanted to explore the depths of his mind with her
octaves, and search through the high grass in his head with her flashlight
pitch.
“Ernie?” Her voice warbled—her vocal chords water-logged and unstable.
Ernest’s heart rate quickened; her voice was sudden in the quiet bedroom.
“Yeah, baby?” He slid his hand around her shoulders and down along
her spine, nesting it in the small of her back. She wriggled closer and put
her head on his shoulder.
“What time is it?” She slid her head to his chest. Ernest’s heart was loud;
he wondered if she could hear it.
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“2:30,” he replied, trying to keep his voice steady. Sadie made him
nervous sometimes.
“Jesus. Have you slept at all?”
“A little bit.”
Sadie raised her head to look at him. Ernest brought his gaze to her hair
line. He didn’t want to see her eyes.
“Ernie, baby. You need sleep. How long have you been up? Is something
bugging you?” He could see Sadie calculating when she asked, and he
responded. She was trying to figure out his internal arithmetic and what
numbers he wasn’t telling her and what equation overseas had left him so
manipulated.
“No. Baby, I was almost out. I promise nothing is wrong. Everything
is just ducky.”
“Ernest—”
“Sadie, let’s just go to sleep. I’m sorry I woke you.”
His heart was beating harder now, thudding against his ribcage. He could
hear a car idling outside. He listened as the car door slammed, and someone
shouted slurred goodbyes through the windshield. It was quiet after that.
Ernest stared at the ceiling, watching the yellow blink on and off. “I can hear
your heart,” Sadie whispered after sometime. “It’s loud.”
“I know,” he whispered into her scalp. Her hair smelled like Vietnamese
flowers with swollen fragrances, deep and pungent. Her breathing slowed.
Ernest stared at the ceiling. He drifted off watching the yellow glare against
the texture of it.
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He sees the sun. It burns and hazes and his neck’s stiff and sore. He tries to
rub it, but his pack is too bulky and weighted to reach anything. They’re marching
through a field, had been for miles. They move slowly, every step thick, each breath
dense. Gunfire sounds in the distance. A light breeze picks up, shuffling through
the grass, teasing on his chin. He wants his helmet off, he wants breeze across his
bare head—it’s itchy and irritated because they buzzed him a few days ago. He
touched the strap to unsnap it. The breeze stops. The grasses still and calm pours
over the field, making him uneasy. Loud boom. Shouts. Commander yells, “Fall
out! Hit the ground!” Gun shots, bombs, and blood. Grass shivers. He doesn’t
know who’s there and who isn’t. The gooks shout. They yell in a language he doesn’t
understand. They got us good this time. Blood on straw and all he can see is the
ground. Panting, face down in the dirt, hidden in waves of tall grass. He rolls on
his back, the sun winks at him. She stares at him from blankets of blue. She’s a
cautionary yellow, burning into crimson. Loud crash. Boom. Boom.

Ernest woke up sweating. Sadie was shaking his arm, smoothing her cold
hand over his clammy forehead. There was another bang. Ernest jumped,
his skin prickling. “What’s going on, what the fuck is going on?” He tried
to jump out of bed, but Sadie was blocking him.
“Ernie relax, it’s just a car backfiring! It’s just a car—that old Beetle down
the street. Calm down, Sweetie.” She tried to wrap around him. He felt her
pulse, her pearls on the back of his head. He pulled away. He didn’t want to
be that close to her heartbeat, her neck.
“Why haven’t they gotten that fucking thing fixed yet? It’s been doing
that for fucking months now. I’m gonna call that fucking Chinese bastard
and give a piece of my mind.” He tore himself from the bed, grabbing a
towel off the hook as he went.
“Hey, no need to be a racist asshole,” Sadie said to him, springing off the
bed too. Her hair was wet, and she was half-dressed, getting ready for work.
Ernest watched as she positioned herself defensively—hands on her hips, hair
flung over one shoulder. She was small and curvy, and he thought she didn’t
seem like she could win a fight. He was a lot taller than her, and lanky. Tall,
dark, and handsome, she always said. Something she looked for in a man.
Now she was glaring at him, trying to seem threatening. “I don’t know if
you’ve realized, but it’s 1973 and these sort of sentiments are dying.”
“Hey, I’m sorry. You’re right. He should just get that thing fixed is,
all.”
She softened her arms a bit, losing her angles.
“I know, but his race has nothing to do with it. It’s just a car. Anyone
can have a car that backfires— you, me, anyone.”
“I know. It’s stupid. Let’s just stop, okay?”
She dropped her arms. “Are you going to look for a job today?” She was
calculating again. Subtracting, adding, dividing. He wished she wouldn’t
do that.
“Yes, Sadie. Goddammit. We already talked about this. Can’t you just
let it go?”
“Well Ernie, it’s been, like, six months.”
She was right. He’d been laid off at the tire factory months ago, and
although Sadie made good money staring into the mouths of the well-to-do,
it would make things less squeezed if he had a job. “I know. I know. Have
a good day at work. I’m gonna go take a shower.” He straightened for the
bathroom, ignoring Sadie’s pleas as he slammed the door.
The bathroom was humid and steeped with Sadie’s flowery smell. Ernest
felt uncomfortable. He rubbed fog off the mirror, and stared at his face. He
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looked tired and old. He had a scar running along his right cheek bone. He
still wasn’t quite sure what it was from. He’d lost the memory somehow,
between the rice paddies and this bathroom. It was okay, though; the more
he lost, the better he felt.
He splashed his face in the sink, cold water running down, dripping onto
his collar bones. He peeled off his tee-shirt; it clung to him like a second skin
because of the humidity Sadie left behind. The air he breathed was sweet but
wet. His chest tightened. That flower smell, it made his skin crawl. He didn’t
want to shower anymore. He sat on the edge of the tub and listened to Sadie’s
movements in the bedroom. Snaps, clicks. Before he shipped out, he loved
watching her dress. Not because it was sexual, but because of the intimacy of
it, her fragility. He was there for when she closed herself in, pulling the zipper
up the home stretch, catching missed button loops. It seemed silly now. He
couldn’t watch her dress anymore. It was too intimate, too special.
He waited until she left. He went into the living room, switching on
the TV. He clicked through channels restlessly. Eventually, he gave up and
went to the kitchen. Sadie had scribbled a note on the back of an envelope
and left it on the kitchen table.
“Ernie, I’m sorry hun. I didn’t mean to offend you. Pancakes are in the
oven. Newspaper’s on the counter. I’ll be home around 5. Have a good day. –S”
He put the envelope in the trash.
Breakfast with newsprint was an awful idea. Instead of reading the
classifieds, Ernest flipped through the headlines, pausing only on the
most interesting ones. Finally, one caught him. “Motion Set Forth to End
Drafting.” He read it anxiously. “Those bastards,” he murmured. Apparently,
all the higher-ups of this lovely country’s government were thinking about
abandoning the draft. Ernest’s stomach prickled and his face flushed. “Why
couldn’t they have done that two years ago?”
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Ernest had been attending the local community college. He and Sadie
were there together. She was studying dental hygiene, he was studying
automotive technology. He didn’t love it, and he didn’t want to be a mechanic.
He hated the sound of half-hearted engines and the feeling of grease jackets
on all his knuckles. He hated measurements and whirs and tools. He grew
tired of washing off oil in the shower, watching toxic rainbows swirl in the
basin. His knuckles cracked more and some grime just wouldn’t squeeze
out from beneath his fingernails. But there was nothing else he wanted to
do—automotive technology came easily to him and paid well. He succumbed
to it.

The war was full-fledged. Sadie dragged him to peace demonstrations, her
face painted with hearts and her hair loose over her shoulders. Ernest wasn’t
really sure how he felt. He didn’t want to be drafted; the thought scared the
shit out of him. He was still enrolled in school and couldn’t be drafted if he
stayed that way. He didn’t stay that way.
When he told Sadie, she yelled at him. Her body rigid, hands curled
into small fists. “You idiot. You fucking idiot! Go back. What the hell are
you thinking? You’ll get drafted if you don’t go back!” She stood on one side
of the bed, he on the other. She was poised like a cat, her chest heaving, her
jaw tightened to ward off tears.
“Maybe not, Baby.” He reached for her. She scoffed and moved farther
away. “It’s a lottery. All chance. Maybe I have some lucky numbers?” He
smiled at her then, watching her face crack. Fat drops coated her cheeks,
dripped off her chin, staining the shirt on her chest.
“Ernie, Sweetie.” She crawled across the bed, reaching for his fingers.
He gave them willingly, and she sputtered her lips over them, kissing, leaving
drops on his joints. “Go back, please. Go back. I know you’ll get drafted.
I just know it. I’m scared. It’s okay if you hate it, do something else. Just
please, go back.”
He scooted down next to her, wrapping his arms around her shoulders.
“You listen to me, Sadie. I’m not going back—” She sputtered more, trying
to pull from his arms. “Listen to me. If I get drafted, I promise you I’ll come
home in one piece, living and breathing. We’ll get married. Everything will
be okay.”
“You promise?” She looked at him.
“Of course, I do. And like I said before, it probably won’t even happen.
I think I got me some winnin’ numbahs here, lady.” She giggled at his accent
and he smirked at her. They stayed like that for hours, their pulses melding, the
warmth of their bodies ballooning into the room around them. She didn’t have
the pearls then. He didn’t have the scar. He was drafted a month later.
He never told her, but there was something in his stomach that told him
he would be drafted, too. He listened to it, he heard it, and still withdrew
from school. Sometimes he had a nagging feeling in the back of his neck,
something tugging on him, reminding him he was meant for bigger pictures.
He was meant for something greater than their sleepy little town, than the
colorful blonde girl that loved him so. He left, got shipped out to dusty red
soils, monsoons, palms, and elephant grass.
Sadie got home around five. She clicked through the kitchen, her
hips rolling, kicking off her shoes. She plopped down next to him on the
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couch. Ernest looked at her. She looked a little faded. She wasn’t as bright
as usual.
“Rough day?” he asked, feeling her buzz vibrating around them. She
wanted to talk.
“Oh god!” she exclaimed, lolling her head back into the couch. “Yes!
I am so tired. My feet are killing me! Can you believe some people are so
touchy about plaque? This one woman got super offended when I tried to
show her the correct way of flossing as if I was trying to say only she had
dirty, disgusting plaque. And, and, and— I broke my pearls!” Her neck was
taut and still and she faced him.
“What! What happened?” Ernest wrapped his arm around her shoulders,
trying to appear genuine.
“Oh, I don’t even know. I was on lunch, scratched my neck, and then
they all just spilled to the floor. I didn’t even graze them! I tried to get as
many as I could off the floor. I’m just so irritated. I’m really sorry about this
morning, Babe. I didn’t mean to be a jerk.”
“It’s fine.” He kissed the top of her head. Flower smell. He felt nauseous.
“You know what it sounds like you need? A beer.” He detached from her
and went to the fridge.
“Oh. No. Thanks. I can’t.” The kitchen was up a level from the living
room, behind a half-wall. He peered around it now, at the back of her
head.
“What do you mean, you can’t?” He got a beer for himself and walked
back to the living room, standing over and in front of her. He felt panicky.
She smiled at him.
“Well, Ernie. I’m a month late.” She giggled. Ernest’s stomach felt hollow.
He just stared at her blankly. “Now, it’s not official because I haven’t taken
a test, but I’m pretty sure that I’m—”
“Pregnant,” he said, sinking down below her. She bloomed, rosy and
full. He couldn’t do anything, feel anything. He wasn’t excited. He wasn’t
worried. He was neutral. He wanted something, anything, to fill him up so
that he could smile and laugh with her. He just couldn’t muster it.
“Yeah!” She laughed in bell tones. “Isn’t it great?” She looked at him.
She started doing equations. Her face collapsed a bit, looking at his face.
“Ernie—” she started, but he jumped in before she could finish.
“Yeah, Sadie. Really great.” He smiled thinly at her. “When are you
going to take a test?”
She still looked anxious. He couldn’t seem to settle her. “I was thinking
tomorrow.”

“Oh great. Really cool. Will you excuse me?” He rose, making his way
to the bathroom. Sadie didn’t say anything, which was rare. He’d really dug
himself in this time.
The bathroom still faintly smelled like her. He pinched his face in the
mirror, traced along his scar. Turned on the shower to seem like he had a
reason for being in there. It sounded like rain. Heavy rain that soaked through
your socks and flooded the rice paddies. The flowers.
The trees tower over your platoon—shaking in the wind. The ground is
drowning, soaking up your socks.
“Hey you! You got any butts? I’m really dying for one right now.”
He’s a big black guy, burly, tough. He scares you. You don’t smoke, so no,
you say and he sighs. “Dammit. None of the motherfuckers around heres got any.
I gotta get to the country store. Now, I ain’t no cheap Charlie, but these gooks,
man, I swear they charge an arm and a leg. I’m Reynolds.” Ernest, you say, but
everyone calls me Foxburrow. He laughs. “You’re all right, kid.” Reynolds is
smart, not from books, but from streets, and you kind of like that. He has plenty
of stories, and for some reason likes to talk to you. You don’t talk a lot.
Weeks later, on a search and destroy, you are in the jungle. It is humid and the
air is saturated with flowers. Swollen fragrances get caught in your throat, linger
in your hair, on your clothes. Reynolds says it reminds him of a girl back home.
“She always used to smell nice. Delicious. Not this strong. But unforgettable
all the same. What about your chick, what’s she smell like?”
You’d shown him pictures of Sadie, he knows who she is. You think, you can
barely remember Sadie, the feel of her hair, her skin. It makes your stomach lurch.
I can’t remember, you say, and Reynolds hits you on your shoulder.
“I don’t buy that for a second, ya bastard. You don’t have to tell me. Too
chicken. I get it. You just don’t want me movin’ in on the goods. It’s cool.” You
try to protest but he doesn’t listen. It starts to rain. It’s dark. Your platoon leader
insists on moving farther still.
“We’ll stop when we have better ground cover,” he says.
All you could smell were the flowers. Explosion. Soil and roots flow up over
your platoon, some dirt lands in your mouth. Close gunfire. Shouting. Shouting.
You shoot a Vietcong who dashes for you. He falls into a puddle. Another explosion.
Crow’s feet bombs everywhere. Needle-like talons sticking in the ground. Watch
the step. You see Reynolds, firing off into the night. He laughs at a pause, stepping
further away from the platoon and into the trees. Explosion. Reynolds is eclipsed
in dirt and roots; you hear him shout. He’s your pal, your buddy here. You go over,
blood on him, blood on the ground. It’s so dark, the staining is hard to tell from
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water. It’s thicker, less translucent. His legs are gone. Blown off at the knees. You
shoot at anything in the trees, hoping that what you hit isn’t American. You stand
over him. You watch him. He dies in rain water, steeped with flowers, muttering
about his girl back home. Blood loss, the medics will say when you finally get him
back to camp. If only you’d gotten him back sooner.
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Sadie knocked on the door. He hadn’t turned off the shower. “Ernie!
What the hell are you doing in there?” He opened the door.
“What’s wrong?” Ernest reached out for her shoulder and she stiffened.
He felt his heart beat in his head, and he felt anxious.
“You’ve been in there for almost an hour. I’m getting ready for bed. I
need the bathroom.” She pushed past him, into the misty room. She looked
back at him. “Did you even take a shower? Or just sit in here to avoid me?”
She grabbed her toothbrush and hurriedly began to brush her teeth.
“Sadie, Baby. I was just shocked. I didn’t mean to be a jerk.” He leaned
against the door frame and peered at her gently.
She paused to spit into the sink. “Ernest,” she said, “I don’t know what’s
up with you. But this— us, you— it’s killing me. I thought we agreed about
trying to start a family.” She faced him. “I just want you to tell me what it is.
What’s wrong? What is it?” Her eyes were round, puffy. She’d been crying.
“Sadie. I don’t know. I’m gray.” She looked at him like he’d slapped her.
He’d done it again.
“You’re gray? What the fuck does that mean?” She was nervous. Her
face looked tired, her head heavy. “Well?”
“I don’t know.” He really didn’t know. He wanted to tell her, but he
couldn’t. How can things mend like that? She wouldn’t understand, either
way. He had jungle rot in his head, something he should snap out of. He
was tough. He was a soldier. He should just ignore it.
She rinsed out her mouth and the toothbrush. “I’m going to bed.”
She squeezed through the door frame beside him, glided to the bed, settled
down in the sheets, under the covers. She switched off the light. He stood
and watched her for awhile, her small frame curled into itself. Eventually,
she groaned, “Are you going to stand there all night?”
“No, no. I was just…” he trailed off, stripped and climbed in next to
her. He glided his arm around her waist, settling close to her curve.
“I love you, Ernie,” she whispered. He was eyeing her neck. It was refined,
elegant. Artwork only for him. He didn’t want it to be like the country, like
Vietnam. He didn’t want to see her veins, her pulse, be reminded of her
humanity. He just wanted her color to fill him and make him feel anything.

He wanted his nightmares to be gone, his flashbacks. His memories. She was
too fragile. He would break her someday.
“I love you, too,” he whispered back, and placing his lips against her
neck, he could feel her heart beating frantically, just underneath her papery
surface.
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Emily Cramer

THE WIDOW’S
MEMORY OF HER SON

When you were two, you squatted by the shore, water
lapping your feet, sogging your bum, exploring the water.
Casting your first line, you watched it dance as fish nipped at the lure.
As the sunfish slipped through your fingers you cried that it longed for water.
On a river, one spring, you waded deep until rapids thundered
your thighs. Like the puppeteer, you tapped a fly on every knoll of water.
You took your first job, trolling with your salt-skinned father
off of cold-brine bays in Maine, learning about the lore below the water.
Captain by thirty-two, your vessel passed down to you through
generations, the year your father gave his soul to the water.
A Russian tanker cut through the boat when he was forty-seven,
and you, Simon, were two, waiting for him by the shore of the water.
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A. Liam Bechen

QUESTIONS OF
SANITY AND LANGUAGE

Do you know what happened to Jay Hawkins? Is he dead?
I hear the buttons on the microwave beep under fingertip pressure.
Distantly the plate in the microwave spins and Shannon, my girlfriend,
comes into the room and perches on the bed behind me, nesting her chin
on my shoulder. She curls one arm around my waist, her legs on either side
of mine, her pelvis skidding up to my tailbone, flint on rock.
I say, “My friend Jeremy just sent me an e-mail on Facebook asking if
Jay Hawkins is dead.”
“That’s really weird. Why would he ask that?” she says, fingering my
hipbone.
Jay Hawkins is a name I haven’t thought of for more than a few seconds
in a couple months, since his thinning body collapsed drunkenly into the
beanbag chair in my living room just as summer ended. I slept with him my
freshman year of college, and we built a strained and complex friendship
with the dust of what remained between us after. I was distant to him many
times because of what had happened, because of experiences he had led me
into that I am still not ready to confront, a branding word that I can barely
say above a whisper and that could split me open as Jay did my freshman
year, splintering my sex and life like wood.
I type his name into the “search” bar on the website I was reading and
let his profile there load. I scroll to the place where people can leave him
public messages, and fuck – right there. Erica, the girl he was sleeping with
before he left school abruptly a few weeks ago, posted: I’ll miss you, Jay. I
can’t believe you’re gone. It’s from a few hours ago.
The next post is from a friend of his who I remember meeting in a
hallway freshman year and being unimpressed by the air of condescension
he carried bursting out of his pants pockets. Jay, where are you? Why haven’t
you answered your phone, man? From yesterday.
“Look,” I say. “It says he’s gone.”
Shannon says, “Do you think it’s real? Can you call anyone to find
out?”
I find my cell phone and I call Erica.
“Hi, baby,” she answers. She sounds distant, tired, swollen by something.
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“Hi,” I say. “Have you heard anything about Jay?”
“Yeah.” She sighs. “He’s dead.”
“Oh my god.”
“He committed suicide yesterday,” Erica says. “He hung himself while
his parents were out. He left them a note that said, ‘Don’t go downstairs.
You won’t like what you find.’”
“Oh, oh, oh . . .” I am unaware of these words bursting from my mouth,
pianissimo, piano, then forte.
“Are you okay?” I say.
“Yeah.”
Abruptly, I tell her, “I guess I should go. I’m not sure what to say right
now.”
“Okay,” she says.
“I’ll call you tomorrow. I’m sorry.”
I hang up and think of Erica two hundred miles away in her new city,
Boston. I wonder if she’s in an apartment, what it looks like, how her bleachyblonde crewcut contrasts the wood-and-brick buildings of the old city.
“Honey, what happened?” Shannon is still behind me, her head upright
now, looking at my profile, concern sketched across her cheeks.
“I need to call Christen. Jay is dead. She dated him, too. I need to make
sure she’s okay.”
I call my friend Christen, who also slept with Jay, and she answers. “Hey!”
she says. “What’s up? I’m at home.” I don’t know what her home looks like,
but her dad has a big gut that his white fluffy beard reaches halfway down
,and he wears a leather jacket.
“Jay’s dead.”
“What?”
“He’s dead. He killed himself yesterday. Erica just told me.”
In a tiny voice, child-like, Christen says, “How did he do it?”
“He hung himself. His parents found him.”
“Oh my god,” she says. “Oh—my—” and then she is sobbing, quietly, in
the way that a whisper can be louder than wailing, “my fault” a word island
littering the ocean of her sorrow. I have never heard someone sob in that
devastated way before. It perplexes me that Christen can know how to feel at
this moment – that her body just reacts in the way that it wants to. To me,
emotions are slow, calculated, eventual, and not always inevitable.
Shannon is gripping my upperarms. “Babe, is she okay?”
“It’s not your fault. At all,” I say. “If he was going to do this, and he
really wanted to, we couldn’t have stopped him.”
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“I could have stopped him,” Christen says. “I’m coming back to
school.”
“Can you drive?”
“I will.”
“Please be careful. And it’s not your fault.”
“I will.”
“I’ll be here,” I say, and hang up the phone. I feel the points where my
pieces touch Shannon’s; I feel her warmth and an emptiness, like a hunger so
open and large, engulfing, that it has eaten its way into my arms, shoulders,
and my bowels.
“Do you think your Easy Mac’s done?” I am thinking of the
microwave.
Shannon is looking at me, her eyebrows sewn together. I turn the phrase
“I will” over in my head and think of faded parchment papers distributing
possessions to the living. The Living. Which I am.
At nine, my mother presses a little stocky blue needle to my fingertip
and draws blood into a little mountain, squeezes it onto a test strip. A few
moments later she releases her breath and says, “Your blood sugar levels are
normal.”
“Is that good, Mom?” I say. My hair is sunblond, wavy to my waist,
illuminated by light. In a tie-dye shirt my mom made me, I look like the
stained glass at church, little circles of pink blushing my cheeks, porcelain
skin, and I am aglow from the kitchen windows. I consider “normal”
something the kids in my third-grade class are and I am not and that is
okay. At school I am quiet except when the teacher asks questions about
the reading in our anthologies, hardcover books with names scrawled in the
front in messy writing, pencil scar marring the binding.
Mostly, the other kids leave me alone. I don’t think they’ve realized why
I’m quiet yet, that I like watching them on the playground trying to fit into
the society they build around the swings and slide, attaching importance to
objects, defining our little world with imaginary boundaries.
“Yes,” my mom says. “That’s very, very good.” She glances down at her
Test Kit, the strange machine that looks like a calculator, and I watch the
way her eyes unfocus as she studies it.
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“Poetry is this just impermeable spectre,” my father says. “If you can read
poetry, you’ll be one of the smart people in life. No one will ever question
your intelligence.”

My father and I have “lessons” like these a lot. Sometimes, I wonder if
he actually wants to talk to me or if he talks to me because I listen. I’m ten,
and my father and I are in the living room upstairs where my sister and I
spend our summer days shellacking ourselves to the couch upholstery with
our sweat as we pound furiously on the controllers to the Super Nintendo
I got for my last birthday. We have a whole library of games to beat. We’re
only partway through Super Mario II. My sister and I used to fight about who
got to be the Princess, who can float in midair when she jumps and therefore
dies far less frequently, and I won because I’m older and it’s technically my
Nintendo.
I’m sitting on the carpet, which is a sky blue that’s been darkened by
spilled cans of Pepsi and dirty calloused summer feet. Six years later, there’s
still edge-curled masking tape affixed in an x to the rug six feet away from the
television – the spot closest to the television that I am allowed to sit. Prior
to the x-marks-the-spot solution, I sat nose-to-nose with the television, and
my father’s voice would raise as he told me I’d ruin my eyes if I sat too close
to something I should be able to see whole.
My father draws a skinny volume from the second shelf of the bookshelf.
The bookshelf in this room is my father’s—it’s where he keeps all his books
from college. He’s holding a book called On the Road. “This book will
change your life,” my father says, “but you can’t read it yet. And it’s not
poetry, either.”
I don’t really understand the concept of not being able to read a book,
but I understand not to question my father when his says things like that,
even though I love books. I have a bookshelf in the room I share with my
sister that is mine. It’s packed with Goosebumps books, Baby-Sitter’s Club
books, Boxcar Children books, skinny, staple-spined leaflets of folded-in-half
computer paper books I’ve written and illustrated in dark pencil shading that
blackens the tips of my thumbs as I turn the pages.
“This one, though,” my father says, drawing another book off the second
shelf. He hands it to me. Collected Haiku of the Imperial Chinese, the title
reads. “You should learn about haiku, Andrea.” I look inside the book—the
print is black, typerwritery, and the poems are tiny diamonds of text.
“What’s a haiku?” I ask.
“It’s a little poem. It’s only three lines,” my father says. “There’s a sort
of rhythm that comes from there being a particular number of sounds you
can use per line.”
“That sounds hard,” I say.
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“It is, but the control you apply to writing poetry is one of the best skills
you can learn,” my father confirms. “And with haiku, usually you want it to
be about nature and connecting nature to a bigger meaning. Something that
makes a tree be not just a tree, or a snowman be not just a snowman.”
My father is an engineer. He works at a nuclear power plant. I’m not
really sure why he knows about poetry when the blue-and-white papers he
brings home from work, diagrams of pipes and angles and intersections, are
full of numbers.
“How do I know what to write about for a haiku?” I say.
“Andrea, one thing I want you to learn now is that you can write about
anything. Absolutely anything. Good writers can take any subject and make
it something other people want to read about.”
My father is searching the shelves for another book. “There.” He fills his
hands once more. “In this book,” he says, “the guy rides a motorcycle with his
son, and this guy is just brilliant. He’s a teacher. He says to his writing class
one day, ‘I want you to go to a brick wall and find the brick in the bottom
right-hand corner and write me a paragraph about it.’
“One of his students gets whiny and says, ‘Bricks aren’t interesting.’
“And the guy, he says, ‘Then you are not doing your job as a writer. You
should be able to take that brick and turn it into something other than a
brick. You have to see things as more than they are, make other people see
things as more than they are. And that brick should be the most interesting
thing in the world—it’s holding up a whole wall.’”
“So should I write haikus about bricks?” I say.
“No!” My father says. “You should write haikus about everything.
Everything can be poetry.”
“How can I write about everything?”
“You’re too young,” he says. He’s not looking at me. He’s looking at the
book; he’s spread it open in his hands.
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The way the light reflects in Jay’s basement room perplexes me—it
bounces from the rectangle window to his bed to the couch to the wall to
the refrigerator to the weird purple-velvet Jesus statue he has on his dresser,
and I can’t make any traditional geometric shape connect invisible lines
between these points.
Jay sits at his computer, a hulking desktop machine that has a monitor
so bulky it could be mistaken for a television screen from 1980. He’s typing
a paper for the class he has at noon – in forty minutes – and I’m lying in
his bed, my toes mingling with the dust and skin cells and flaky spring mud

caking his sheets. I don’t think he’s washed his sheets the entire time we’ve
been together. Whatever “together” is.
“Are you almost done?” I say.
“Yeah,” he says. “Just a couple more sentences to my conclusion.” He’s
got “under pressure” engraved on his face, the speed his fingers are going
across the keyboard an echo of his stress. He’s writing about child prostitution
in English literature. I find this to be a most uplifting topic and wish I were
writing the paper instead of him.
I lay in his bed, examining the strings of light from window to wall.
Prisms, I think. Maybe that’s the solution. I draw lines with my fingers in
the air.
Jay and I have been sleeping together for two months. He’s the first
person I’ve ever been with, so to speak, and the first time we had sex, I
thought, seriously? That’s it? Society builds this shit up to the stuff of magic and
five minutes of animalistic grunting later, everyone’s satisfied?
So I’m still not sure how I feel about doin’ it, and I’m not really sure
how I feel about Jay all the time either – he’s kind of a dick to me sometimes,
like lately how he calls me in the middle of the day to come over to have
sex and then has a mystical place he “needs to be” as soon as we’re done. I
find this suspicious because I don’t think that Jay’s planner – does he even
have one? I don’t think he does – has enough slots per day to plan down to
the minute.
“Okay,” he says. “I’m done.”
“That was Herculean of you.”
“I don’t know why I wait until the last second every time,” he says,
turning in his wooden desk chair, angling his knobby knees toward me as
his paper spits out of his printer on the floor. “I feel like such a waste of life
when I do this.”
“Well, you kind of are,” I say.
“Yeah, thanks,” Jay says. He ruffles his blonde hair, which is frizzy in
the front where it’s thinning and draws to a little swirl of not-quite-rattail
at the nape of his neck.
“Seriously, though. Lately I’ve felt like it’s such a waste of my life to
want to do this,” he says.
Pushing myself into a sitting position against his pillows, I say, “Do
what, homeslice? Me?”
“No, Andrea.” He levels a withering look at me. The pupils in his eyes
are large, barely ringed by blue. “Writing. Like, why am I doing this? I feel
like I’ve backed myself into a corner ‘cause I’ve been so focused on writing
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for eighteen years and now I’m like, ‘I don’t wanna do this anymore,’ but it’s
my major, and they went through the process of accepting me into the major
and how do I just give that up without disappointing 8 million people?”
“Jay, you can always change stuff. It’s not too late. Just ‘cause you’ve
been doing something for a long time doesn’t mean you can’t do something
else.”
“I don’t feel like it’s like that,” he says. “I think once you commit to
something, you can’t change it. So I can’t change this, even though I want to
be, like…a filmmaker, write plays, change people’s views through cinema.”
I find this statement ironic because Jay refuses to commit to me and
we have some variation of a conversation about how I’m “more than a penis
cozy” to him but he’s “not ready to commit” every few weeks, but I don’t say
this. “If filmmaking is what you want to do, then you should do that. Who
cares who you disappoint. You have to make yourself happy first.”
“But I just can’t do that. I’ve committed.”
“I just don’t get this business about committing. Why can’t you stop
doing something if it’s no longer what you want to do?”
“Because I just can’t.”
“Do you love writing?” I ask.
Jay pauses for a moment, thinks. “Yeah,” he says. “I do. A little. But I
feel like it’s my first love that I’m outgrowing.”
“Dude, then you can always write on the side and make your career
something else. And maybe if you feel like you can’t uncommit entirely, you
could focus on screenwriting.”
“I think that’s what I’ll have to do,” he says. “I guess that’s a good
compromise.”
“I still don’t get why you wouldn’t do what makes you happiest,” I say.
“I don’t know how to explain it,” he says.
“Hey, it’s 11:52,” I say.
“Shit. I gotta go.”
“You do.”
And then he rises from his chair, pulls the black sweatshirt from the
back of it, takes his paper into his hands, and moves toward the door. “I’ll
see you later,” he says.
“Yeah,” I say. And then he is out the door.
The hallway is dark. The walls are stripped of paper, crumbling brown
plaster rising all the way up. I am sitting by the open door of my parents’
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room. I’m waiting for the pizza delivery man to come to the front door. I have
my father’s twenty-dollar bill rolled into my sweaty ten-year-old fist.
My mother has been in bed for three days. I don’t think she has showered
and I don’t know if she has eaten. My knees are patches of dirt and thin like
the reeds in the field my house is nested into.
My father is upstairs in his “office,” which is where his computer is.
When he’s not at work, he’s always there, except to sleep, and sometimes
he is even there to sleep. My sister is in the living room. I can’t see her from
here, but I can hear her little voice talking to her Barbies, their blonde hair
unbrushable and their bodies stacked on top of each other, chintzy pieces of
glittery fabric covering one plastic breast and not the other, two long bendable
legs and not the neutered expanse between them.
I hear a car pulling into the driveway, wheels crunching faded gray gravel.
It has to be the pizza delivery man. It’s been almost an hour. I hear footsteps
on the porch, the fractured wood creaking under weight.
A knock at the door. I shoot up, pull the door open.
“Two large cheese pizzas?” offers a man older than me by at lot of years,
I calculate, but younger than my dad, who is nearing fifty. The man at the
door has a square red bag hotter than the outside air and a round paunch of
belly beneath a white T-shirt. He wears a beard on his face, dark, uneven,
which covers the edges of his lips and sits on his cheeks like lint.
“How much is it?” I ask.
“$17.56,” he says.
I hand him the twenty. “Keep the change.”
The pizza man slides two cardboard boxes out of his red bag and says,
“Thanks. Have a nice day!”
“You, too.” I shut the front door, which never fully nestles into its frame
and hangs a fraction of an inch open, even in winter.
As I shuffle the boxes into my arms, my mother begins again. I can hear
the sniffling, which builds to a crescendo, to wails.
My chest feels heavy when my mother is crying. I want to go into
her room and crawl into the bed next to her, but I am afraid of the smells
which emit from her body when she is like this. She smells like the greasy
cardboard I found in an alleyway on a school trip to the Boston Aquarium
earlier in the year.
As I pass the open door to her room, my mother’s voice, deep and lyrical
in life and somehow the same now, edged by a desperation I can’t imagine
holding inside my gut, emerges from her room. “I want to die,” she says,
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the words racketing off the walls in the empty hallway. “Andrea,” she says.
“I want to die. Help me die.”
“I can’t, Mom.” I am not looking into her room. What can I do? I’m
wracking my brain. What can I do for her?
The answer I always come up with is nothing, because she is the adult
and I am not, and what do I know, and so I bring the pizza into the living
room where my sister’s face is tear-streaked now from listening to our mother.
“Come here,” I say, and I set the pizza aside on the couch. My sister crawls
into my arms, and we wait until our mother no longer wants to die.
“I feel like there’s a lot I’m not saying, and I wonder if it’s because I’m
too close to the material.” I am on the top floor of the Creative Writing
House, a white building on my college campus with doors you must duck
your head under to move through.
I am meeting with the former head of the Creative Writing department,
Wes, a thin, spindly man whose poetry precedes him the way his hooked
nose precedes his face. I feel uncertain about this meeting – I like talking
about poetry, and Wes seems nice enough, but I’m wary of people who are
so entrenched in writing culture, who are so considered “artists” by others,
and the invisible power they clench between the tip of their pen and paper,
their mouths and others’ ears. I also wonder when conversation about poetry,
about art, turns into instruction and strips the form of personality, of choice,
and applies to it formulas and measures of success. I think art is best left
without holding a measuring tape to it.
Wes’ hair is white and sits flat on his scalp like a square placemat. He
conducts conferences with Creative Writing students every semester, and less
than two months after Jay’s death, Wes holds in his hands the poem I wrote
at 5 am the morning after. I feel like my life has split in three: Jay, losing Jay,
Jay gone. I’m still in the middle part; I lose pieces of him every day.
“It could very well be. It takes a long time to process traumatic things
like death sometimes,” Wes says. The room we are in is small, and in evening
in early December there are more shadows than bursts of light.
“I don’t know how I feel, really, besides numb and angry and confused.”
I say. “I think I’m going to be writing about this for the rest of my life.”
“Tell me more about Jay,” Wes says.
“He thought he had schizophrenia,” I say. “He was always a little
chameleon-like – he’d constantly be reinventing what he liked to do and
changing aspirations and talking about the way humans interact with the
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universe, and I thought he had this sadness to him just beneath the surface.
Two summers ago he told me he thought he might have schizophrenia.”
“Do you think that had anything to do with his death?” Wes asks.
“I think it has everything to do with his death,” I say. “I think life dealt
him a shitty hand, and he didn’t have the support, internally or externally,
that he needed to deal with it.”
“It sounds like Jay had ghosts,” Wes says.
“He did. And delusions and paranoia. One time this summer we were
down by the athletic fields and he told me he believed he was the shepard
at the gate between two worlds, and that he decides if men are truly men or
if they are artists.” I see the darkness bathing the athletic fields in the sticky
summer heat and Jay and I sitting on a bench, its green paint chipping, and
feeling the familiar tendrils of fear coiling into my brain like smoke as he
described this to me.
“That’s heavy,” Wes says. “You said earlier you’re working on writing
letters to Jay?”
“I am.”
“Tell me more about that,” Wes prompts.
“It seemed like the most natural thing, since we both liked to write,
and we related to each other best through words. I think the letters will be
about, like…the things I remember about him and how he’s shaped my views
on writing.” As I say the words I realize this is impossibly untrue, that I am
acting like these two things, memory and writing, however large they loom
to me in this moment, are the only areas this loss has impacted. Maybe I
have to act this way for now; maybe it is a matter of survival.
“What made you settle on the form of a letter?”
“Because I can take the voice in my head that talks to him all the time
and put it to paper,” I say.
“Isn’t that something,” Wes says. “Writers aren’t much different than
schizophrenics, don’t you think? Isn’t writing madness to some degree? We
lock ourselves away to listen to our voices, to people in our minds that we’ve
created entirely in ourselves, and to let them dictate to us what they’d like
us to say about them.”
“But writers choose to do that,” I say.
“Do we?” Wes says.
“There are lights all around me,” Jay is typing from his apartment across
town. I’m sitting on the couch in my apartment. My roommate is at class. I
feel profoundly alone in this and so uncertain.
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“Where are you?” I respond.
“In a space I’ve never seen before,” Jay says.
I don’t know how to respond to this. I feel like I shouldn’t be encouraging
these things that he is thinking, but how do you tell someone who believes
they’re somewhere else that they’re not? Is that even my right?
I haven’t responded in a few moments. Jay is still typing. “I think I see
something,” he says.
“What do you see?” I ask.
“I see madness,” he says.
“Madness?”
“Yes,” he says. “I think I am looking into madness right now. I am staring
into the eye of madness, and I’m unblinking.”
Oh, Jay, I think. I envision him on his couch, too, thinking his body
is elsewhere, seeing himself with nose against the large blue eye of madness
and barely breathing, not blinking. We are so deep into this that I don’t
even begin to know how to back up, to extract, to process. In a few months’
time, the Jay I’ve loved is someone I can’t recognize in body or mind. When
he’s “lucid,” as he calls it, which is often, he tells me sometimes he struggles
to eat. He wears white linen pants almost every day. I wonder if they’re the
same pair, but they can’t be because they’re always immaculate. Oh, Jay—the
assumptions we—I—would make.
I look at the words on the screen, the screen I keep between us because
I am afraid of Jay’s mind. Staring into the eye of madness and unblinking, I
read. He hasn’t said anything else yet.
I think of stars in outerspace and how they seem to wink at the tiny
humans from earth. Do I blink? Am I now? I have to be blinking. The
glimmer is too bright to stare at whole; it will damage my eyes if I am too
close to it and try to squint to see it all. Then: Staring into the eye of madness
and blinking. And I wonder if, then, this is what I’m doing now. Maybe it’s
what I’ve done all my life.
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Mollie Lyne

ANOTHER CLICHÉ
FOR OUR TIME
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Devin McGuire
WOMEN

I sucked face with an older woman last night
and pitched a tent inside my pants.
Driving home, my tent collapsed.
I contemplated strange randomness.
My lips felt bruised in a numb tingle
like a slippery bass tossed back in the pond.
How long before I’m hooked again,
slammed against the gunwale,
dropped into a stinking bucket
to be taken back to camp and eaten?
Leaning into a wide curve in the road
a speckled faun stood jittering.
I hit the brakes hard, as he darted
back to the woods, wild and free.
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Lee Cart
WORKING HANDS

My hands are small and thin. I have long, bony fingers. I keep my
nails short, trimmed, and rarely use polish. Although I sometimes like the
wild look of a bright purple or brilliant fuchsia on the ends of my fingers,
I always feel like my hands, my fingers can’t breathe with a thick coating of
lacquer on them. Usually, within a day or two, I remove the polish and feel
my hands sigh with relief.
My hands are working hands. They can pull hundreds of warp threads
through the reed and heddles of my floor loom. They have made thousands
of baskets, planted, weeded, and harvested miles of garden rows and changed
years and years of cloth diapers. They have held an ax, splitting a small forest
of trees, and rubbed the sore back and shoulders of my lover in a timeless
rhythm for hours. My hands have grown calloused, lined, and scarred from
working.
The scars on my hands are like photos in an album, always ready to
take me back to another time and place. Many are from the numerous cats
I have lived with. Domestic though they may be, they still love to bat my
hands with their velvet paws, grab hold, sinking razor sharp claws into my
skin until I bleed. Other scars are barely-visible burn marks. Thirty-five years
of cooking and baking have left their impressions.
I have a few favorite scars. One is on the tip of my left index finger. It
is faint and runs on a diagonal from the first knuckle, underneath the nail
to the middle of the fingertip. My finger feels weird when I touch it in this
spot. The nerves were severed when my ten-inch chef ’s knife slipped while I
was chopping mushrooms for three-hundred spinach salads.
My right hand has more scars on it than my left. This is logical since I
am right-handed. I have a single scar near the base of my thumb that reminds
me of the summer I worked as a field hand at an organic produce farm. We
were putting up a brand new greenhouse on a hot July day. The galvanized
metal piping did not want to fit together; slot A would not match up to peg
B. I was hot, sweaty, frustrated and tried to jam two pieces of pipe together.
They slipped and smashed into my hand. The galvanized paint chipped off;
one tiny sliver stayed under my skin for days and burned with a rare and
powerful heat.
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My favorite scar is also on my thumb. Two parallel lines about a halfinch long stretch between the first and second knuckle. The right-hand line
is slightly longer and more pronounced than the left. I am taken back to the
hotel kitchen I worked in years ago. I was grating carrots for a carrot-raisin
salad, one dish among many for a buffet lunch. I had grated close to twenty
pounds of carrots and had only a few left to do, but I was tired of pushing
one carrot after another through the metal grater. My mind wandered, and
my hand slipped. I felt the sharp blades gouge the flesh from my thumb
and saw blood drip into the plastic bowl. I wrapped my thumb with a dish
towel, scooped out where I thought my flesh and blood had dropped into
the grated carrots and proceeded to stir the mayonnaise and vinegar into the
mixture. I served the salad without another thought.
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Becca Park
FRETTING
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Amy Blankenship
COVER GIRL

Her hips haven’t had time to widen
yet, and her ribcage bares
its teeth through the thin skin stretched
around her skeleton. Her body hairless
and smooth, she’s running on grayscale
pavement, past soldiers swathed
in camo. Her legs bow underneath
her undeveloped frame which is burned
and raw in the places where napalm
grazed her. Her clothes have burned away,
skin hanging sticky in fragile strips
that hurt too much to touch.
Yet, her skin gleams an adolescent glow—
the luminous light that fades after years
of humanity. She is a Pulitzer Prize,
and the world wonders how she maintains
that luster amongst tragedy (they will practice
this art form for years and years but never succeed.)
Years later, recognizing her from the cover
of Times, men will imagine what she looks
like underneath her clothes, with full breasts
and patterned scars the burns left
across her abdomen and back,
as she presses up against them, asking
for a vodka in downtown Saigon.
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Ryan Pickering
BEACH LIVING

Annabelle’s music plays so loudly next to me, I can hear the words
flooding from her headphones, a strange noise that would always give me a
funny nervous feeling when we lived together in college. Suppose there was
a fire, or the UPS man knocked on the door, she would live on, oblivious,
jamming away at her country tunes, cocking her head back and forth, her
long, blonde pony-tail bucking to and fro. She is a pretty girl with a good tan
and parts I am sure men would appreciate. I would, too, I think, if I knew
how to appreciate a woman’s parts. My eyes are on the lifeguard who is so
close the shadow from his wooden throne reaches a few feet from my toes,
like the reaching fingers of Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam.
My hope for the day is to stay long enough for this small part of him to
reach a bit further to the tips of my toes, a cool, wonderful kiss of a touch.
I close my eyes to the bright Carolina sun and see a kaleidoscope of dark
red swirls. I am sitting, propped up, on my bright-blue beach towel, sand
uncomfortably falling from my toes as I wiggle them in rhythm to the new
tune oozing from Annabelle.
I study my legs cocked before me, the pasty white color accentuating my
wiry frame, articulating my inexperience with beach living. The sunscreen
seemed to have made my skin a shade whiter as I rubbed it in. I don’t quite
understand the art of tanning; lying out in the sun for hours and hours until
a beautiful honey-color magically appears. I spend twenty minutes without
sunscreen and I’m the color of a Radio Flyer. Now I look like a stick of chalk.
My mother used to call me an alabaster angel, before she turned to stone.
I had moved back to the coast three weeks ago, grieving the end of
another terrible relationship. I had a quarter-life crisis of sorts, and discovered
“my man” with his wife, a woman twice my age, and four times as oblivious
as I was. John Williams was a jerk, and unworthy of mention but for the sole
fact that he had five one-hundred dollar bills, which I stole in order to make
a deposit on a small, decrepit apartment here, in South Carolina, where the
sun always shines, and where I had spent four years in college.
I was alone for the first week here, trying to find a job, trying to figure
out why I had made such a drastic decision, trying to gather the courage to
call my parents, my old landlords; those strangers who had boarded me for
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seventeen years and then paid for me to go away to school. What would they
say now to an unemployed twenty-four-year-old, lost in a sandstorm?
It was luck that I found Annabelle. It happened this way: Walking
down a street in shoes not my size, it seemed opportune to enter a quaint,
dusty-looking pawn shop next to a pizza parlor. There were a number of
tiny trinkets, lost appendages of desperate people in need of food, or cash,
or crack-cocaine. There were dusty clothes, hats, and books, and what I
was looking for: the furniture corner. At my apartment, I had two pieces of
furniture: a cardboard box and an overturned cardboard box. I had hundreds
of places to sit: on the floor in the corner, on the floor at the top of the stairs,
on the floor in the middle of the room. Sometimes having choices is a pain
in the ass. (Ha.)
As soon as I sat down in a fluffy plaid chair, the pawn shop became a
play home for me. I imagined having everything I needed for a party: friends,
food, chairs, a cute coffee table with coasters and magazines. That first day
I bought an $8 lamp, the only thing I could afford. Every day for that first
week, I would go back to my playhouse, like the small plastic one I had as
a child, and pretend. That Saturday, in my sheltered corner of the room, I
saw a familiar form bounce through the door as the bell rang to announce
a new customer.
I wasn’t sure what to do. I was filled with the embarrassment of my
situation, and also from our parting terms two years ago, two bickering schoolchildren pointing fingers on the playground of life. Living together had not
been a good decision. We grew further and further apart as the walls of our
small apartment closed in on us. She was a thorn in my side, and I was a prick,
and we were young. My hesitations grew from the knowledge that I was still
young, and still, most likely, a prick. I also hate to be wrong. But more than
anything, I was alone, making up friends in the furniture corner.
“Annabelle.” She turned quickly, her fight-or-flight response switching
on. She registered who I was, and frowned.
“Peter?” She never smiled. She didn’t like her teeth, she told me once.
I had seen her slip a few times, when we were most close, a secret between
the two of us; she had beautiful teeth.
We took a long walk. I told her of my troubles, my situation, trying hard
not to complain or sound unhappy. It was good to be back with her, absolved
of the pressures of the cleaning schedules and shower schedules and television
schedules and visitor schedules and party schedules of our old apartment. I
began to remember why we chose to live together in the first place. She asked
if I had been back to the beach yet. I told her no, and we set a date.

And here I am.
The lifeguard’s back is so beautifully tan, the color of caramel, which, in
conjunction with his dark-chocolate hair, makes him a delicious treat for the
eyes. I wonder what it would be like to lifeguard: the uncomfortable chair,
long hours in the sun, the pressure accompanying his title and role. As he
stares out into that endless sea, that beautifully savage and senseless vastness,
does he think about the hundreds of lives running and playing before him,
under him? Does he see the plumpish woman to his left, wiggling down the
beach with her oversized bag, and smile to himself? Perhaps he is drawn to
the flock of dimpled girls waddling in their bikinis, all talking loudly on their
cell phones. Or perhaps he is watching the toddler with her Michelin Man
legs discovering the wonders of the ocean for the first time. Her giggles, as
each wave laps at her tiny toes, must make him think of his future wife and
of fatherhood.
Johnny’s wife was not unattractive. She was a tall, thin-necked woman
with a round face and brown hair, the color of the brown, leather furniture
in the hotel lobby he would take me to. He would call around ten, two or
three times a week, and apologize for the late hour. I thought it was cute. He
never looked ashamed after we had sex, and I never guessed he was married…
especially to a woman. I was twenty-two when he met me on the internet,
where desperate people can find each other with the click of a mouse.
He told me he played the clarinet and was a basketball star in high
school. His favorite book was Slaughterhouse-Five, his favorite board game
was Scrabble, and his favorite movie was Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom. I should have read the signs. We met for the first time at a Denny’s. I
parked my car and waited nervously for my phone to ring. I felt like a drug
dealer. He was almost fifteen years older than me, so I wore a sweater-vest and
tube-socks to our first date. I meant to look sophisticated, but in a restaurant
where they serve breakfast all day, I looked uncomfortable and out-of-place.
He wore jeans that made him look like a thirty-five-year-old man trying to
be twenty. I ate two eggs sunny-side-up, two pieces of bacon, and half a glass
of orange juice. He had a coffee.
He asked me if I had seen the news. I told him no. He asked me if I liked
being out of school. I told him no. He asked me if I knew that the cells in
the body change every seven years. I said no. He said he thought I was cute
and that he was so nervous. I told him that if he was nervous he probably
shouldn’t be drinking coffee. He laughed. We had sex that night.
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He told me he loved me after three and a half weeks of late-night dinners,
hotel rooms, and very good excuses for being late. I’d wait. I would wait for
hours for a call, the call that sometimes never came.
“I love you, too.”
He told me he traveled a lot for work. He told me his house was being
renovated. He told me the baby crying in the background was his niece.
I lost my cell phone one night with all of my numbers. I looked up his
name in the phone book. His number was there, next to his address. I went
there three nights later to surprise him, to be romantic, maybe. Like Romeo.
Maybe I just wanted to know.
I knocked on the door, twice. Knock, knock, knock. Knock, knock,
knock. I was wearing the underwear he liked; the ones that gave me terrible
wedgies. I heard footsteps trudging down the stairs. He opened the door.
There he was, in his tight jeans and a white shirt. I could see a woman and
a little boy behind him, in his kitchen, eating at his table. It took all of that
for me to put the pieces together. My eyes began to sting, and my head spun.
Spun. Spun. Spunnn.
He whispered to me not to get hysterical. He said he was sorry, that I
was getting too involved, and that it had to end. I told him but I love you. He
slammed the door in my face. I told the door but I love you. It was raining.
I think that was the worst part.
I heard the muffled sound of the woman’s voice.
I heard him mumbling from the other side of the door.
And then there was nothing but the rain.
I found out later that not only had he been married for eight years, he
also had three children: two girls and a boy. I never learned their names. I
thought he was the answer to all of my problems, and I was so jealous of
that woman for living my dream-life. I think now, she must be dreadfully
unhappy.
And I realize that he was just a jerk, just a man confused and afraid of
himself. I also know that he already has another impressionable guy to help
him get through the week, like so many other scared, horny men. I couldn’t
believe I had fallen for it. I got wrapped up in something I should never
have allowed myself to be wrapped up in. You can’t always see yourself in the
mirror when it’s all foggy from the warm breath of a man.
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But this lifeguard seems so nice. When he turns around to scan the
beach, there is a little part of me that thinks he’s looking right at me, with my

five-dollar sunglasses and million-dollar smile. A stomach-flip of nervousness
envelops the idea that he could be craving me, little old me propped up
behind him, my bright blue towel and red swimsuit a flag waving in hope,
or desperation.
That faraway thought becomes a day-dream as my eyes drift out to the
horizon, where possibilities become endless. The horizon holds a lonely island
of palm and coconut and banana trees, uninhabited but inhabitable. I am
waiting, a survivor for who knows how long, always waiting. A small boat
at last approaches, and I wave my red and blue flag as it draws near. It lands,
scraping against the bright, hot sand. The captain stands tall in the forward
pulpit, like from a movie I saw once, my saving grace. He leaps into the air
and lands, his strong thighs bulging from underneath his bright red Baywatch
shorts. He runs to me, runs to my rescue and at the last second, his head
turns, and he sees a more beautiful prize: Annabelle. She has barged into my
day dream, her music buzzing in my head, and I am de-nied...
I open my eyes to see the shadow of the chair has begun to move away
from me. The rope has slipped from my grasp. The white cross within bloodred has become another sign, for me, of rejection.
Rejection \ri-JEK-shuhn\ n (ca. 1552)
b: an immunological response that refuses to accept substances or organisms
that are recognized as foreign; “rejection of the transplanted liver.”
I am a foreign object, a transplant, in a world that has always found a
way to reject it. My melancholy thoughts build up into a huge sigh I let out
slowly, oh warm full warm breath. I release my sins unto the world. I take
out the suntan lotion, click open the top, feel the white goo on my hands,
and spread it over my nose, my cheeks, my arms and chest and chicken-legs.
My forehead wrinkles as I look into the sky. What a day.
“Peter?” Annabelle says with her quiet, euphonious voice.
“Yes?”
“Remember that time when our toilet broke, and we had to use that old
guy’s toilet for the whole day?”
“Yes! He was a
old man,” I said. “I thought we’d never hear the
end of it.”
“I know! But look at that man over by the lifeguard chair, isn’t he just
a spitting image?”
“He is,” I said. “He is, he is. How strange.”
“Peter?”
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“Yes?”
“Isn’t that lifeguard handsome?”
“I guess…he’s okay.”
“Peter?”
“Yes, Annabelle?”
“This was a good idea.”
She smiles, an overwhelming smile, like the first summer sunrise creeping
over the edge of the hills, which then ducks shyly back into the ground, a
fantastic game of peek-a-boo. It’s so fast, I barely register what it is, but I know
that it’s special and intended specifically for me. My Annabelle smile.
“Peter?”
“Yeah?”
“Pass me the sunblock.”
We are on the beach for so long. She looks regal in her rainbow beach
chair, a princess in her own right. When my arms get tired, I lie down on my
back, on my bright-blue bed and think, My God, my God, it’ll be okay.
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Trevor Spangle
UNTITLED #17
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DJ Taylor

POEM WITH STARS
AND A STORM

Those Saturday night dock stars,
little screaming bandits, shooting themselves across
the freckled sky. The moon submits,
opening deep to be filled with dense ebony.
He lay with her like soft music,
through the sun’s resting hours,
as the rippling murmur of lake waves
brushed past them and their blankets.
Back inside, they got drunk
on her pull-out couch,
the night pouring itself down their throats
with each swill of malted hops.
It rained delicately.
Then the clouds above her roof
split and ripped themselves open,
and deep-throated booms of thunder
accompanied the remainder of their night;
with each crash
she’d give a short and heavy gasp
and with one smooth
exhale he’d whisper
something like shy fire
into her neck.
He swims into her
like a wave climbing far
onto a warm beach,
and she clutches
his damp hair
as the waterfall in her
chest pours into
the soft basin of her hips.
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Becca Park
MY SISTER’S ACCENT

Toddlers have a way of renaming common items to make them their own:
teddy bears, blankets, sometimes foods or games. At age two, my youngest
sister Jessica only had one word for everything.
“Nuh-ma-nuh” meant pacifier. It meant mashed zucchini for dinner,
wanting a lollipop at the bank, the big-girl cup, up, down, I love you. For
different meanings, there were different emphases. I never had any trouble
understanding what she said. Of course “nuh-ma-NAH” meant she wanted to
be let out of her high chair, and of course “nuh-MA-nah” meant she wanted a
pacifier. Everyone who surrounded her was equally capable of understanding
these jumbled syllables. It never occurred to me outsiders would have no
idea what to do with her.
On the rare occasion we had an actual babysitter instead of an aunt
or a cousin, I would have to interpret for Jessica. She’s hungry, she’s hurt,
she’s tired. She doesn’t like that, she needs her pacifier. It was tiresome, and
I longed for the days when Jessica could communicate for herself, and I
wouldn’t have to worry about anyone misunderstanding her. As she grew,
things only got worse.
By the time she turned five, she had found the ability to create words
with her tongue, lips, and teeth. My mother, giddy at the prospect of her
finally speaking, took countless home videos of Jessica counting, singing
her ABC’s and other childhood melodies, but sometimes I would catch my
mother wincing at Jessica’s pronunciation.
“Wow, two, fwee,” Jessica counted, as her disobeying tongue slid around
in her mouth.
Before I knew it, Jessica was climbing on the school bus with me, her
enormous square name tag dangling around her neck. I silently prayed for
her not to get teased and for everyone to understand what she was saying. I
pressed my forehead against the pleather seat in front of me and shut my eyes
tight. I squeezed my nine-year-old hands into little fists, and swore anyone
who gave her a hard time was “gonna get it.”
By the end of school, I was determined to find Jessica to see how her
first day went. The bright hallway was flanked with lines of students, all
categorized by bus number and then by grade. I stood with the other fourth
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graders, next to my friend Annie, who was telling me about some cool book
she just read.
“I think it’s called Henry Potter. Yeah, that’s it.” She beamed at me. I
stared back at her, wondering how she could possibly be talking about some
stupid book when my sister might be crying. Frustrated and unable to wait
any longer, I burst out of line and hurried up to the kindergarteners, all the
way at the front. I spotted Jessica, with her shock of woody dark hair glinting
like syrup. I touched her hand. She spun around and stared at me with her
deep green eyes, full of innocence. Good, I thought. There weren’t any signs
of tears or terror. Quite the opposite, in fact; she was glowing.
“Gwuess what?” she squealed, practically jumping out of her denim
dress and printed tights. I was afraid to ask.
“What Jess?” I replied hesitantly.
“I hwave an awk-cent!” She giggled at the thought. “I dwidn’t know I
hwad an awk-cent!”
“That’s great, Jess.” I smiled half-heartedly, and wondered when everyone
else would notice Jessica wasn’t a foreigner, but simply had trouble talking.
Maybe when she missed art class or math, and walked down the hallway in
shame to her speech perfection class. Maybe if the door was open a crack
they’d see her and one other student cramped into a small, windowless room
with the teacher, repeating sentences over and over. Then maybe she wouldn’t
get so many compliments on her “accent.”
The line began to shift as Bus 65 pulled in front of the school.
“Cwome on! I want to tell Mumma abwout my day!” Jessica clutched
my hand, and pulled me outside, hurrying down the concrete pathway, the
glitter in her Pocahontas backpack glinting in the sunlight.
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Andrew Thompson

GLORY TO GOD
IN THE HIGHEST
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Jacques Rancourt
SUMMER OF EMILY

i

The Maine Coast

We watch light build
on the horizon at five am
but have never seen it fade
behind the west coast.
Better do it soon, she says,
we’re growing old fast.
ii

Near Death

Once as a baby, a wave tipped
me upside-down in my life
jacket. Grandma tangled
in yarn, my mother too far
to see my fat legs kick: it
was my three-year-old sister
who grabbed my vest’s loophole
and lifted my face into the air.
What do you want me to do
with him? she said.
iii Fear of Water
Emily and I make out underwater,
something she always wanted
to try. Instead of flailing my arms,
sucking water up to my brain, I focus
on the way my lips grab hers.
When we break for air, she asks
how it was. I say, Wonderful,
I say, Let’s never do that again.
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iv

A Compromise

Quietly, I set up my coffee table
with seven aquariums to watch
the fish dance, the water’s reflection
fluttering over the room. Less quietly,
I turn off all the lights, and we lie
on the rug and try again.
v

The Fish Son

Fish swivel their neckless heads
side-to-side and chase after the pink
worm spurred to the hook
like Jesus on the cross, and I bet
their flat foil eyes widen when they feel
the string of the barb, when they realize
they’re as dumb as they look.
vi

Salty Skin, Skinnydipper

After I press her into the night sand—
hermit crabs scurrying away as fast
as heartbeats—we breathe
easier. She lies beside me
and doesn’t speak, but neither do I,
the milky pool drying on her belly.
Wind, moonlight, ocean waves
flicker on the ceiling of the pier.
vii Near Death
The thing I remember from those
desperate moments underwater
is not the compression of oxygen
nor the puncture of water up
my nose, but the fish spiraling
below me.
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viii Promised Happiness
She snorts Oxy off the toilet seat
and afterwards, on her knees,
stares at the water shimmering
inside the bowl.
ix

A Turn

Dirty seagulls cycle like newspapers.
With my arm around her, she starts
to smile but doesn’t. I kiss
her oceanburnt face.
x

The Fish Son

I’ve always thought of Jesus as bait—
God deflating from his halfcorpse
when the fish came.
xi

Near Death

When Grandma peed her chair,
she sobbed, I’m sorry, I’m sorry.
It felt like water being poured down me.
xii Beachfucking
Let’s make love, I say
and pull her to the sand.
She slides her legs beneath mine
and says, Don’t kid yourself.
xiii The Fish Son
The pastor in his pulpit reminds
us the Lord gives then takes away.
Now I know he must have meant the sea.
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xiv End of Summer
She sits up after we’re done—
light falling on the waves
while rain lightly falls
over everything—and says,
This is growing old. She washes
her thigh off in the water as I collect
our ruined clothes. Algae strokes
her in the tide, sweeping in,
then out, going nowhere.
Waves drag even the sand
beneath my feet.
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Courtney Marie Bengtson
TOOTH

After Uncle Dan fell underneath the ice and drowned, I didn’t see my
cousin for a long time. Every day, my momma walked in and out of doorways,
crying. When I tipped my face up to ask her if I could go play with Dan,
she reached down to trail her fingers over the soft crown of my head. She
looked at me like I was a window and whispered that I couldn’t go today.
The family was “grieving,” an airy word that sounded like breathing, round
like a hug. I wrinkled up my face at her.
“It means Aunt Babe is crying for her husband.” Her voice floated back to
me as she walked away, her bare feet quiet like the steps of a deer. She melted
into the darkness of the hallway. I crawled behind the couch to think about
grieving and fell asleep with my cheek pressed against the rough carpet. I
dreamt about Aunt Babe crying with her eyes on the sky, and the baby in her
belly reaching up through her mouth, up and up into heaven where Uncle
Dan wore white feathers and smiled when the baby pulled on his beard.
The weather got hot. I was almost seven. Momma wasn’t crying anymore,
but I think Aunt Babe still was, because I wasn’t allowed to walk down to her
house. Dan hadn’t come to kindergarten at all, and he wasn’t coming over to
play either. I missed him, and I missed my uncle too, but I had learned not
to ask about them. Nobody said the name Dan anymore.
Then one day my Aunt Babe was at the door, and her belly was big as
the moon. For a moment I lay my ear against her, listening for some dark
sound, some whisper of a child inside. Aunt Babe’s mouth was tired and the
skin around her eyes was black, but she smiled at me and waved her hand
behind her, toward the yard. I craned my head around the great ball of her
body to see Dan climbing up the ladder and onto the playground that our
fathers had built together. Aunt Babe shuffled past me, into Momma’s arms,
and I crept outside.
Climbing up the ladder after Dan felt like touching my uncle’s rough
hands again, the sun-warmed wood pressing up into my palm. I wondered
as I made my way up, awkwardly balancing a plastic cup in one hand, if
his fingerprints were there like the ones we made on the wall at school with
blue and purple paint.
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I scrambled up to where Dan was sitting and sat down in front of him,
our knees touching and his eyes squinting into the sun. He was quiet.
My nervous tongue snuck forward to wrap around my loose tooth. I
rocked it back and forth behind my pursed lips, remembering what Momma
told me about losing teeth and fairies with quarters tucked behind their wings.
The little sting hurt less than looking at my cousin’s face.
Dan was still looking up, somewhere over my head. I lowered my eyes
to the cup clutched in my lap and tried to think about Uncle Dan, too. I
couldn’t. I saw his empty shoes, his empty chair, a big empty hole in the
gray ice. My head felt like it was filled with bees. I rocked my tooth a little
harder and looked up from my lap. I hoped Dan would say something funny
like he used to.
“I found him first,” he said. “I kissed him goodbye before anybody
came.”
I couldn’t look at him anymore. His voice sounded like it was drowning.
There was a flash of pain in my heart, in my mouth, and my baby tooth fell
out into my cup of milk.
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Kate Baum
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IL DIT, “J’AIME FAIRE
AMOUR AVEC TOI.”

Trevor Spangle
KILLING A POSSUM

We had to kill a possum
in our garage early
last Spring.
It only took one
hit to the head
with a two-by-four,
which I hesitantly loaded
with all my strength, to finish.
We stood over her,
two men, dumbfounded,
shook up, and emotional, looking
for the quickest place
to wash our hands as babies
started crawling from her pouch.
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Mary Ellms
THANKS, HAROLD ALFOND

You enter Dexter, Maine on Route 7, coming from Corinna. At least
that’s probably how you get here. The closest I-95 comes to Dexter is Newport,
15 miles south; so, unless you want to take the scenic route and travel back
roads plagued with craters and barely-recognizable roadkill, you’ll enter
Dexter on Route 7. As it takes you further into town, past businesses and
churches and homes, you begin to wonder if it was this cloudy before you
got to Dexter, if everything looked so gray, or if it’s just your imagination.
Maybe you should ask the nearly 4,000 year-round residents what they
think about the weather; actually, you should probably ask them if they even
notice it. Located a few miles south of the Appalachians and a few more miles
north of the Atlantic, Dexter often receives the brunt of Maine’s wildest
weather. Any person in this town would have plenty of tales about snow drifts
reaching the power lines and baseball seasons being delayed until July due to
wet fields and hot, humid summers full of black flies and droughts.
Actually, you could ask them anything, and they’d be willing to tell you a
story. Did you know that the brick building up ahead was once a woolen mill
owned by the Abbott family? Did you know that the Abbott family owned
five mills for over 150 years, the longest any family has controlled a mill in the
United States? And Main Street here, did you know there used to be a bowling
alley right there, and a movie theater, and a dozen different restaurants and
diners and soda fountains? Where all those empty buildings are? Once, back
in 1990, the roof of Reny’s collapsed, and Dexter was in the national news.
Part of Stephen King’s Creepshow 2 was filmed here, and the cover of his
Needful Things is based on Main Street. Ralph Owen Brewster, a congressman
and opponent of Howard Hughes, who was portrayed inaccurately by Alan
Alda in the movie The Aviator, lived in the center of town.
But here’s what people will talk about, if you let them move past the
preliminary topics; here’s what they think of when they think of their
hometown. They think of the empty Dexter Shoe factories on Water Street
and Railroad Avenue, and the factory outlet store made in the classic log
cabin style that was demolished to make room for a grocery store parking
lot. They see the bar that now inhabits one of the old factories. They see the
deserted parking lots, the weeds sprouting up in cracks in the asphalt. They
remember where they were when they found out that Dexter Shoe was being
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sold to Warren Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway, where they were when their
coworkers started being laid off due to foreign outsourcing, where they were
when they received their own pink slips and left their desks for the last time.
They remember the smell of fresh leather and never having to pay full price
for a pair of shoes. They wonder how their lives would have been different
if they had gone to college instead of working at the shoe factories, if their
jobs hadn’t been shipped to Puerto Rico and China. Some of them aren’t
even sure if Dexter Shoe, in all its glory, ever existed; they see the empty
buildings and can’t remember times when they were overflowing with shoes
and employees.
Harold Alfond started the Dexter Shoe Company in 1957 in one of the
abandoned woolen mills. He is often credited with having created factory
outlet stores; he was the first person to build stores where factory-damaged
products were sold at reduced prices to the general public. It was around
these stores and the Dexter Shoe factories that Dexter began to thrive. Any
high school senior who wasn’t suited for college or out-of-state life had a
great chance of getting a job at the Shoe Shop, as it was called; there was no
need to leave Dexter when opportunities were flooding in. So generations
of locals finished school and took jobs at the Shoe Shop where they were
well-paid and watched over.
In 1993, Harold Alfond sold the Dexter Shoe Company to Berkshire
Hathaway, Inc., controlled by Warren Buffett. Alfond had been courted by
many corporations looking to expand Dexter Shoe and move it overseas,
but he had refused to give up Dexter’s home-grown workforce. When
Berkshire Hathaway promised not to interfere with Dexter’s local employees
and management, Alfond agreed to the sale. Buffett paid $433 million in
Berkshire stock for Dexter; the stock is now worth about eight times more
than it was in 1993.
Dexter Shoe didn’t last long under Buffett’s control. Apparently, people
in Puerto Rico and China were able to produce more shoes at cheaper prices
than the folks in Dexter. In 2001, all of its shoe production in the United
States ended, and Dexter Shoe folded into a different company. Shoes were
still being produced with the Dexter Shoe label, but most of them spent
no time anywhere near Dexter. In fact, if you look for Dexter shoes today,
you can buy them through Payless; keep in mind, though, that the Payless
website’s phrase “Dexter: American Style and Superior Quality Since 1957”
doesn’t mean what it meant twenty years ago.
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Selling Dexter Shoe appears to be Alfond’s smartest decision and Buffett’s
dumbest. Buffett now estimates that he lost $1.3 billion on the purchase. In
a 2008 interview, he said that Dexter was “the worst deal that I’ve made.”
Maybe some Dexter residents would say that it was all for the best, that
the times are changing and the town has to change, too. Some might still
lament the loss of the factories, but they don’t know what they could have
done to prevent their closing. More would hear what Warren Buffett said
about Dexter being his worst deal, and they would laugh; they would say
that Buffett deserved the loss for ruining the Shoe Shop’s small-town policies.
Most of them would grumble about Harold Alfond, about how people tend
to view him as an altruistic philanthropist but how they knew him as an
overbearing, demanding boss. They would complain that he made billions
of dollars selling their factories and never donated any of that money to help
the town. The people who earned so much of Alfond’s money for him never
received any of it back. Today, those employees who spent 20 or 30 years at
Dexter Shoe receive pensions of less than $100 a month – those who receive
any pension at all, that is. But no matter what the people of Dexter say, they
are all bitter: you can’t lose your job with a smile on your face, and you can’t
watch your hometown die without feeling some resentment.
You leave Dexter on Route 7, heading north to towns like Guilford and
Lincoln and Millinocket, towns with dying industries and empty buildings
and angry people. You see the abandoned sawmills, paper mills, and factories,
and you realize that Dexter really isn’t unique. Towns all over Northern
Maine are drowning in the quagmire that is big business, expansion, and
cheap foreign labor, and the Mainers who are left behind don’t know how
to survive.
Then it occurs to you: Maybe that’s why the sky’s so gray here.
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Vincent Leonetti

UNTITLED
OIL ON CANVAS
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A. Liam Bechen

THE THINGS THAT
HAVE BROKEN

Young, I split my forehead open on the legs
of the dining room table, the way a thumb goes
through tissue paper. Two sinks converging
under blood sailing ships of browning washcloths
sucking under. The doctor—his scalp a rock
I could climb on—sinks a dragonfly needle into
my skin, says it is going to be like sewing a dress
into my forehead. My young mother, a seamstress
who, at 27, has frazzled grey bolts bleaching her
dark brown hair, stops crying long enough to hear
these words and feel like she has not failed, but
I lay doll-body on the table and feel the heaviness
of fault past and fault future: wrong-angled wooden
legs, blood-oiled scalp; cracked-open bodices, the
metal taste of cunt and brittle black hairs weaving
together in my hands.
*
Late-night lightbulbs, window squares
flicker across the city. Lighters percuss the
discordant harmony of two deep, burly voices
in tight jeans on the corner under the ring
of the streetlamp before they drift further
down the road, hands linked. They do not walk
the same way we do: they lilt, glide; we stumble,
step around potholes shaped like each other
in the same foundation. I hesitate to say we
because you disconnect my graceful curve
from yours, claiming all that is soft and blushingly
pink, feminine, in your arms. You will me all the
grey stones like me, the ones you don’t think
you understand. I dream of trees raising their arms
as the earth inhales my heels; you are sitting at
the mahogany kitchen table, home in your jungle of
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buildings, weaving tomorrow’s lunchtime conversation
out of the front page of the Gazette Times. I detach
myself from your stories, releasing breaths
like finches from my hands.
*
In the mist before I scrub myself, my body
is lithe and statuesque. My breasts, untethered
all night long—you say they are most beautiful
in morning, my own mountain range, which
you climb with your fingers and your tongue,
tasting a body you love like yours. My hips entomb
a breastless boy in skin, my voice like his, staticky,
low, coarse dark hairs curling on the tops of the
thighs. This canker has grown inside my groin
since birth, bloating my stomach with the
shame of the womankind I carry unwillingly.
Outside the mist I’m lost in I hear a distant
whistle from the trees.
*
Sun yawns, stretching in the windowseat.
Upstairs you are sleeping; the pillow folds
lines into your skin. The floor between us feels
vast like space. My breath skates across
the air in the car where your fingertip
imprints of baby feet and smiley faces
bruise the frosted windows. Minutes later,
in my small office, I shake the young
whiteness from my jacket to the floor where
it melts. You exhale, pause, exhale,
pull the sheet to your shoulder with
your eyes still shut. Hours pass in the
basement as a brown sparrow crashes
into the glass window until its wings
are too heavy for its body and it floats
to the chalkboard-black floor.
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*
I build you houses of words stacked
end to end. We can live in them: shake
our sweat into every corner, salt every countertop
with our skin cells. I’ll love you in the light
of the delicate windows, and from our little bed
in the mornings I’ll listen for the creaking
of your feet on the eloquent wooden floors, the energy
of your body glistening across the shine. You’ll press
my back against the papery walls, my shoulder
blades inking oilwings, and my skin will stretch
for the ceiling, jubilant, wet, new, out of itself.
*
I’m thinking about how we met before we met:
in all the places we saw each other before
we let our lives conjoin, twins fraternal and
inseparable. I saw you under trees, reading,
learning more about yourself in pages
littered with syllables, thin wire glasses
slipping down your nose, picture of plastic-perfect
academia. Then the casual love we bore
on our backs, thinking we could carry it as it grew
until its arms were long enough to reach
around our throats. Once the soprano of your words
captivated me, dizzied my thoughts to spin
like tops, and now it is your hand which fiddles
with the lock on the fence until it shuts in the yard.
*
The blue couch exhales when we sit
down, straight-backed, students captured
by lesson. My father says No! Not in
my house. I squeeze my lonely bones
into Mickey-Mouse sheets. My mother’s
cheeks stick to her pillowcase and she wears
weights on her forehead, shoving her eyes
down with the emptiness of a dead child sleeping
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in the bedroom above hers. We don’t linger
on each other until morning dusts the curtains
and my parents have left for work in their cars
as separate as their sides when they sleep.
*
I’m haunted by the way your bones feel, their
hardness like bricks in your skin. I climb the
notches of your back and settle my chin into
your shoulder. In the morning I wake with images
of bricks imploding, dust in my eyes, and
I brush my eyelashes until they’re clean. Outside
as I walk to work I think of twin buildings cascading
down like the sheet off your shoulders, of languages
drowning each other, clawing up the bodies they’re
dying in to escape the long shaft of sucking darkness
that gapes at them from below.
*
I take the bird with the fractured neck
to the desk in my study, her body fragile
in my hands. Kill me, she begs with eyes
like embers as I hold my serrated fingers
to her throat. My wrists are wishbone brittle
as I twist her satin skin, see-sawing
her tiny little baby bones when I wring
her neck. Your cookbooks creak the shelves
as I wrap the body in tissues from the pink box
you bought at the grocery store and deposit
the white-red polka-dotted lump in the trash can.
Later, under darkness, I will hold the stiff tissue
in my hands and let my shoulders heave as I
bring her to the dumpster in the alley next
to our apartment.
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Robbie Kanner
THE CAMBIATA
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Lee Cart
RETURNING HOME

In front of the two-story Libertad market, one of the largest open-air
markets in Mexico, several horse-drawn carriages stood waiting to take any
tourists on a tour of Guadalajara. The brown and white horses stomped their
feet and swished their tails to shake off the flies that buzzed constantly around
them. The bells on the harnesses jingled and sparkled in the bright sunlight.
Pancho, Dad, and I stepped into the covered market, and, instantly, vendors
started asking us, que va a llevar, what would we take? We shook our heads
“no” to the flower sellers and pushed onwards into the center of the market.
We wandered past stalls overflowing with candy, great mounds of vibrant
pink and white sugar-coated peanuts, honey-colored coconut bars swarming
with bees, and sticky mango and tamarind balls rolled in chile powder. I was
tempted to buy some but worried about the potential dirt and disease on
these unwrapped goodies and finally decided to forego the idea.
We entered the vegetable section, and I stopped to take pictures. A
plethora of fresh vegetables stretched in a swirl of colors. Mounded plum
tomatoes, glistening a rich ruby-red, were heaped in piles by the hundreds
all around me. White onions the size of softballs lay next to dark-green
avocadoes and dirt-brown jicamas. Bunches of foot-long, vibrant orange
carrots, their tops still attached, hung from the overhead poles of each booth.
Deep bluish-green beans were piled next to rosy pink radishes. Bundles of
wavy-topped cilantro filled the air with a spicy scent. My mouth watered and
my stomach grumbled. We pushed onwards through the crowds, and I asked
Pancho to wait for me while I took photos of the meat section. The booths
in here were made of white tile, the floor was paved and slick with water and
blood. Cows’ heads hung on metal hooks, ropes of grayish intestines and
piles of waffle-like white stomachs vied for space on the countertops with
brown livers, rough pink tongues and slabs of bright red meat. Butchers, their
white aprons smeared with blood, waved cotton towels in the air, keeping
hundreds of buzzing flies in constant motion.
“You want to buy some stomach or liver for supper, Lee?” Pancho asked
me, a grin on his face.
“No, no gracias,” I replied. I had eaten it all as a child but as an adult,
I was not about to do it again, not if I didn’t have to.
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Dad was waiting for us in the inner courtyard with a bag of chile-covered
peanuts. We meandered through the upper level of the market, past the leather
vendors. The stalls smelled of chemicals and dyes from the sandals, bags, hats,
and belts. I reluctantly passed by the booths full of embroidered table-runners
and placemats, knowing I needed to buy gifts for my sons, not myself. I found
a stall full of t-shirts and bought several, all written in Spanish.
But I still wanted a souvenir for myself. Suddenly, I heard a tap, tap tap
and quickly looked around for the source. I knew that sound. It came from
a toy I had wanted as a child but could not have. At the time, my parents
thought me too old for such a baby toy. Across the courtyard, an old Mexican
woman, her head wrapped in a gray and brown shawl, slowly rotated her right
hand. She held a round wooden paddle from which hung a small ball. Strings
attached to the ball extended to the top of the tray, connected to the heads
of five tiny, wooden chickens. Every time the ball swung around, the strings
moved, causing the miniature heads to bob up and down, up and down, as
if pecking at some invisible flecks of corn. The toy was meant for toddlers,
but even at the ages of seven and eight, I enjoyed watching the hens pecking
away at their endless feast. I quickly crossed the courtyard and bought it. My
dad laughed when he saw me come back with it in my hand.
“I remember you asking me for one of those when you were little,” he
said. “I’m glad you finally got one!”
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When I was six, Dad took my family on a vacation to Mexico. When
I was young, he did not like Maine in the winter. After a lifetime of living
in New England, he was tired of the endless gray days, the cold and the
mountains of snow that needed to be shoveled. We stayed three weeks outside
of Mexico City that first trip and one week in Guadalajara. My father fell in
love with the city of Guadalajara, its people and the warmth. He had found
a place to escape the tedious winters of Maine, and, being an artist, he had
the flexibility to travel where and when he wanted. The following year, we
went directly to Guadalajara and stayed there three months. By the end of
the third trip, my parents decided to purchase land in Mexico and to have a
house built in a development just outside the city limits.
We lived each year in Mexico from September to June so my brother,
sister, and I could attend school in Guadalajara. And then, because my mom
was not willing to entirely let go of her ties to Maine, we traveled to its coast
each summer. The drive from Guadalajara to Maine took about ten days,
and I got to see much of the southern and central parts of the United States
on these semiannual journeys.

While living in Guadalajara, we became close friends with a Mexican
family, the Gomezes. They had ten children, nine boys and one girl. The eldest
son, Pancho, lived with us for a year in our Mexican home and learned English
while we got the chance to practice our Spanish. One summer, we took
Pancho with us to Maine, and he was able to see the Atlantic Ocean for the
first time, taste Maine lobsters and clams, and try his hand at waterskiing.
Seven years flew by, with us driving back and forth from country to
country each year. Then, when my sister graduated from high school, my
parents decided they wanted to live in the U.S. again. My dad did not
want to return to Maine winters; so, he moved us to South Carolina. A few
years passed. Dad did not like the south as the summers were too hot. And,
after years of living amongst another culture, he found the on-going racial
prejudices of whites and blacks to be absurd. So, we moved again, this time
to the Seattle area, known for its moderate winters and racial integration.
However, after six years in the Pacific Northwest, my mom longed for New
England, and we wound up moving back to Maine.
When we left Mexico and moved to South Carolina, my father remained
in touch with the Gomez family. He continued to keep in touch through all
our many moves around the U.S. Unfortunately, I did not personally remain
in contact with them. But, through my dad, Pancho heard about my years in
college, my marriage, my kids, and my divorce, and I learned about his life
in the same way. Even as the years passed, I still felt connected to Pancho, his
family, and with the country. However, I yearned to return to Guadalajara. I
sorely missed the warmth of my friends and ambience of the city, but never
seemed to have the time or money to return for a visit.
Over the past thirty years, my parents have gone on several vacations to
Guadalajara to visit Pancho and his family. One June, Dad wanted to go again,
but my mom did not wish to travel to Mexico during the hot summer. Since
Dad did not want to travel alone, he suggested I go with him to Guadalajara.
I jumped at the chance.
It would be my first trip back to Guadalajara in twenty-eight years. I
was eager to reconnect with Pancho and his family on a personal level. I was
curious to see the city and its people that had remained so vivid in my mind
even after all these years.
I wanted to take my three teenage sons with me, to show them where I
had lived, but could not afford the plane fares. Although disappointed, they
understood my desire and need to go on this trip. I promised to bring back
as many pictures as possible as well as souvenirs that spoke of Mexico and
the childhood I had there.
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One afternoon, Pancho, Dad, and I headed out to see the local sights. I
grabbed my camera, sunscreen, and dictionary and then climbed into the back
of the family van. We drove through the cobblestone streets of El Batan, the
neighborhood where Pancho lived and out to the edge of the city. El Batan
was perched on the lip of a great canyon, La Barranca de Oblatos. Equally
as impressive as the Grand Canyon, the gorge dropped two thousand feet
to the valley below. Several miles from Pancho’s house were a lookout and
waterfall, which we had often visited in the past.
A mangy, dun-colored dog lazily raised its head as we drove into the
deserted parking lot of Horsetail Falls. He beat his rat-like tail on the packed
dirt a few times, then lay his head back down. Dad, Pancho, and I wandered
through a grove of nogales cactus, lime trees, and agave plants, following a
broken tile path as it meandered closer to the cliff-edge. A chain-link fence
leaned precariously out towards the abyss, separating us from the deadly
drop.
“Be careful,” Dad said, as I leaned against the fence to snap some
pictures.
A cracked cement platform jutted out from the crumbling cliff-edge.
As a child, I would never step onto this lookout as I was terrified of heights.
However, the view was so breathtaking, I felt wild and daring and stepped
onto the platform. It bounced with each step I took. “What are you doing?”
Dad called.
“I just want some good pictures,” I replied. I peered through the links in
the fencing and stared straight down, all two thousand feet to the river below.
I could see tiny buses and cars beginning to wind their way up the sides of
the canyon on both sides, curving in and out of view. To my right, Horsetail
Falls plunged over the edge. Red, green, purple and blue prism lights played
in the air, bits of spray coated my camera lens and I had to keep wiping it
dry. The roar of the water was intense, making conversation difficult.
As I stood there looking at the endless cascade of water falling, I
remembered when I was eight and heard the story of the children who had
died here. It had been summer then, mid-July, when a group of young kids
had gone swimming in the river above the falls. The rocks and boulders in the
stream formed a natural hollow, a swimming-hole for the kids and a place to
wash laundry for the poor in the area. Only a few feet deep, this hollow was
usually a safe place to play on a hot summer day. But, on that particular day,
heavy rains high in the mountains caused a flash-flood to come roaring down
the stream bed, washing away anything and anyone within twenty feet of its
edges. The children had no warning and no time to escape. Three kids, two

boys and a girl, had been swept over the falls that day. That story haunted
me since the day I heard it, appearing as a nightmare where I became one of
the children, falling, always falling, a silent scream issuing from my mouth
as I dropped forever into the abyss.
I shuddered and said a silent prayer to those kids. I hoped they had not
had time to think as they fell to their deaths. Seeing Dad and Pancho moving
towards the van, I shot some more pictures, then ran to catch up to them.
We went back to Pancho’s house for a much needed late afternoon nap.
That night, the old nightmare of falling off the cliff-edge came back in
vivid Technicolor. I was in the water, grabbing and scrabbling at the rocks,
feeling the water pushing, forcing me to the edge and off. My stomach
dropped, and I fell and fell, my mouth open in its silent scream. And then, I
wasn’t falling, I was hanging suspended in mid-air as the waterfall continued
to plunge to the canyon below. I hung there in space, in my dream, then
moved my arms and found I could fly. Not Superman-style, lying on my
chest with my arms outstretched, but reclining, as if on a lounge chair, with
my back supported by some unseen force. I used my feet to steer through
the air and slowly floated back up to the edge of the cliff. When I landed on
my feet, I woke up in the tiny room in Pancho’s house. I lay awake a long
time, too excited by this dream to go back to sleep.
When we first arrived in Guadalajara on this trip, it was around
midnight, and I watched the lights of the city below me grow ever larger as
we approached the runway. We struggled through customs and security and
were among some of the last people to appear in the terminal. I scanned the
crowd, looking for anyone familiar, then laughed at myself. It had been a
lifetime since I had seen Pancho, how could I expect to recognize him? Dad
tugged on my arm.
“Over there,” he said, pointing to a group of people waiting in line.
My stomach flip-flopped, and I felt my face flush as I tried to mumble
“mucho gusto” to Pancho, and his two children, Laura and Cristian. Pancho
was shorter than I remembered and much heavier. His black hair was graying
at the temples, but his brown eyes sparkled with laughter, just as they always
had. They all gave us hugs, then bustled us outside to the parking lot. The
minute I stepped from the air-conditioned terminal into the humid night
air, I felt a change, an awakening inside myself. The overwhelming smells of
tortillas, fresh flowers, limes, dirt, truck exhaust, and eucalyptus made me
dizzy with sensory overload. Suddenly, I was a child again, eager to see, hear,
and smell all things Mexican. Excitedly, I spent the hour long ride from the
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airport to Pancho’s home glued to the window, trying to locate myself in the
whirlwind of lights, cars, trucks and buses. Although it was after midnight,
the city still pulsed with life.
Dad tried to point out places to me as we passed them, places I might
remember from years ago like the central Cathedral and some of the parks
we had visited. It was confusing, though. The city of almost two million
people that I knew had expanded in the last twenty-eight years to a city of
over five million. Even in the dark, I sensed the vastness of the city’s edges.
Corn fields or just open desert were now streets filled with houses, shops,
and schools. I was surprised when we passed Super Wal-Marts and Burger
Kings, stores that had not been there when I was a child. I didn’t expect to
find these typically American places in Mexico.
We woke up late in the morning, and Dad spent several hours chatting
with Pancho and his wife, Alicia. The few words in Spanish I contributed to
the conversation caused Pancho and Alicia to laugh, but in a gentle, generous
way. They knew I was trying and encouraged me to continue talking, even
as they corrected my words. Pancho spoke English but would only use it
when I really got stuck or could see that I did not understand the discussion.
I surprised myself and Dad when I realized I understood far more Spanish
than I thought I would. I felt the language reemerging from the back depths
of my mind as the hours passed.
Pancho’s daughter, Laura, and youngest son, Cristian, returned from
school in the late afternoon, and, later that evening, Pancho’s older sons,
Diego and Allan, also arrived at the house. We spent the evening listening to
my dad tell stories about his childhood. I had heard these stories before; so, I
sat and watched Pancho and his family. All were fairly short, with deep brown
eyes and jet black hair. All had beautiful white teeth, typical of Mexicans,
made all the more brilliant when seen against their dark skin. They smiled
continually and occasionally joked amongst themselves. They were slightly
nervous though, wondering who I was, whether I really liked their house,
and if the cockroaches in the bathroom bothered me.
In my limited Spanish, I told the family about my three sons and that
they were of similar ages to Allan, Laura, and Cristian. I told them of living
in the woods of Maine, of not having electricity or a flush toilet in my house.
They could not believe it as they thought all Americans had every modern
convenience in their houses. I jokingly told them the cockroaches didn’t
bother me too much, as long as they didn’t run across my face at night. As I
talked, I realized how much I missed my sons, my fiancé, and my life in
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Maine. I hoped that some day they would be able to join me in another trip
to visit Pancho and his family.
About nine p.m., Alicia had some things to buy from the tiny store two
blocks away before they closed. When I overheard her telling Pancho she’d
be right back, I asked to go with her. She looked nervous, then grinned and
said okay. Once outside, I told Alicia I needed to stretch, take a break from
my dad’s stories. She laughed and admitted that she did, too. The cobblestone
street was poorly lit with a few street lights, and I tried not to stumble over
the rough stones. The night air was humid. The rainy season was close but
hadn’t started yet. We could hear distant thunder and saw flashes of lightning,
but the rain didn’t come to cool and clean the sticky atmosphere. Alicia and
I didn’t speak but walked in comfortable silence to the store. A few people
sat in lawn chairs in front of the tiny hole-in-the-wall tienda.
They stared at me outright and I heard them ask Alicia who this
American, this gringa happened to be. She rapidly fired back that I was
Pancho’s hermana, or sister, and I was visiting the family, my family here in
Guadalajara, along with tio Rod, or Uncle Rod, as Pancho called my dad.
Alicia’s comments silenced the group, but they continued to watch me with
even more curiosity while Alicia shopped for toilet paper, napkins, and orange
juice. This was the first time I had been called “sister” by Pancho or anyone
in Mexico. As a child, I had absorbed the culture of Mexico into my blood
and had often thought of myself as partially Mexican even though I was
blond-haired and had white skin. I had felt a kinship to the people and to the
country my whole life. Now, I truly felt I had a Mexican side to my family.
According to the news, it’s been one of the snowiest winters in Maine
history. I sit in my brown wing-backed chair by the fire and watch the snow
accumulate on the windowsills. There’s at least six inches of new powder on
the ground; the plow man will be here by early morning to clear the road
and driveway. When the days are cold, snowy, and gray like they have been so
many times this winter, my thoughts turn to the trip I took with my dad and
the Mexican family I left behind. The huge stack of photos from Guadalajara
lies in my lap. I look at all the pictures of Pancho, Alicia, and the kids and
long to take my sons down to see them, to have one side of my family meet
the other. Someday, I promise myself, my whole family will be together.
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Mollie Lyne
NOTHING BUT HEARTS
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Mackenzie Jones
CANON

Your eyes are stones
Placed amongst the most holy of sweet
Clean porcelain.
The walls of Israel crumble at your bare feet.
Your gaze shifts and planets realign as you
Attempt to find what makes your
Knuckles of cast iron strength weak.
The line of your neck strains upward
And the soft white feathers from the sky brush against
Your cheekbones in an array of precious photographs.
I squint behind my cloud of moss but you and your
Keen sense of location find me squatting in my hideout
My knobby legs no match for yours.
You bend to me and as we meet
I cannot imagine introduction
Ever being more august
Or rapturous
Or tempting.
You are not mine
But you are lines inside my head
Lines that float smoothly and who come and go easily.
We are
Two stones in a riverbed.
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Becca Park
PRONOUNS

i

August 30th, 2008

“Let’s go outside!”
I drag my feet behind the other two, so eager and bouncy. Screen door
slides open, shut. Swish, click. What time is it?
“Swing, swing! Push me on the swing!”
Lift Mackenzie up, place Mackenzie down, walk around. Push.
I should call Him again when I get home. Why isn’t He answering my
calls?
Push.
I know what He thinks He’s doing, avoiding the nostalgia of our voices.
Sometimes it scares me, too.
Push.
Why wouldn’t He want to talk to me? We only made one sticky mistake
this whole summer.
Push.
Does He try to forget how awkward and hot my car was like I do?
Push.
Does He miss the subtle details on me like I do on him? Eyelid freckles,
birthmarks, detached earlobes.
Push.
He says things aren’t going well with Julie. He says I’m kind.
Push.
I know I’ll see him again this Thanksgiving—
“Stooop, you’re going too high! I’m going too high!”
Stop.
I walk away, and push Foster down the slide.
ii

September 17th, 2008

Place one hand on your stomach, and inhale deeply. You can’t feel it,
but your diaphragm is moving. Exhale slowly, with your lips pursed.
You can’t feel it, but your diaphragm is moving. There is no need to
perseverate. You breathe too shallowly; you can control your anxiety.
Give your body oxygen. You will relax.
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I haven’t had a nightmare in years.
Inhale.
I shouldn’t have told her She was in this one, and that She saved me. She’ll
think I’m in love with her.
Exhale.
I’m not in love with her. Love is Death. I’m not in love with her.
Inhale.
The other night She mentioned when She left me. When was that? I can’t
remember. Every time we have been together, we have been together. Tangled
legs and bed sheets. Maybe She made it up. She likes her own nomadic world
of art and intelligence better than my world.
Exhale.
My world is all words and phrases and failed communication. I pretend my
world isn’t broken. She embellishes her brokenness.
Inhale.
I catch my breath in the back of my throat. I’m coughing.
I can’t stop.
iii November 2nd, 2005
I write every day at 10 pm. My freewrites sometimes scare me, with a Sixth
Sense-esque why-is-this-in-my-head feeling. Nightmares. Worries. A girl in
the corner of the library bathroom, mouth sliced, eyes red. Dirty hair. They
call me.
“You should come out!”
Save.
“Okay.”
Quit.
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Rachel Helm
THE WAY OF WORDS
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Ryan Pickering
BIG BANG

THE BIG BANG THEORY, A REVISION
Yes, I theorize, that was the biggest bang I ever heard, just yards away,
through the woods. Well, it wasn’t a bang so much as a gunshot. It flashed
through the four-o’clock-in-the-evening air. I was awestruck by the power
of the noise. “Jesus,” I said. The hairs were standing up on my arms. This
was followed by the biggest un-bang (silence) I ever heard. After four or five
seconds passed, the birds began to sing again. It was spring.
“Jesus.”
(I make up a scenario explaining everything. Involving a mysterious
hunter. His name is Boris. In an attempt to fell a deer he has been following
for days, he finds his way to my property. In his excitement, he fires his first
shot, misses, and realizes that after such a long trek he has no realistic way
of transporting said deer back to, etc., etc.)
DESCRIPTION OF
A PREVIOUS ENCOUNTER,
IN FALL,
PART I
I was walking in the woods and stopped suddenly. A man stood far
ahead. He wore a red plaid coat and a fluorescent orange hat. He carried
a rifle. There was a dog. A German Shepherd. I turned and ran before he
saw, I think.
DEATH
The movie theater in town was demolished. It was replaced by a new
parking lot for the funeral home.
POSSIBLE WITNESSES
AT FOUR O’CLOCK
IN THE AFTERNOON
(6) The Oprah Winfrey Show
(8) The Rosie O’Donnell Show
(3) Local News
(12) Antiques Roadshow
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A DREAM
I dreamed a man with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder had died. He
refused to use the same plate, fork, or glass twice. He refused to eat anything
but bacon. He refused to clean. It was my métier to enter the houses of dead
men and clean. I stood, in this dream, in this house, for hours, taking plates
hardened with bacon-grease and running them under the dead man’s faucet,
which he had refused to clean. There were piles and piles of gray dishes. The
walls were gray. Even the bacon-scraps scraped from each plate were gray.
He had refused to clean.
DESCRIPTION OF
A PREVIOUS ENCOUNTER,
IN FALL,
PART II
I was walking in the woods and had become lost. When I at last found a
path, I was relieved and continued down it until I happened upon the house
of my neighbor. I was caught in the predicament of either walking across his
lawn, or returning to the woods to circle his property. I had never seen this
neighbor, and thought it discourteous of me to consider trampling his lawn.
As I was turning to enter the woods again, however, a voice issued from his
doorstep. I looked. It was the Woodsman I had seen before, on a previous
walk, from whom I had run. He spoke to me.
W:
M:
W:
M:
W:
M:
W:
M:
W:
M:

Hello, there!
I said, Hello!
What’s that?
HELLO!
Oh, hello!
You can come through here.
What’s that?
You can come through!
What?

The dog’s barking had made it quite troublesome to hear what this man
(in red plaid) was shouting from his doorstep. The dog struggled with a leash,
overpowered the man, and ran towards me. It came close, still barking.
I was offput.
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W:
M:
W:
M:
W:

She won’t harm you.
What’s that?
She’s a good dog, she won’t bite!
Bite, you say?

I was put-off.
W:
M:
W:
M:
W:
M:
W:
M:
W:
M:

Would you like a drink of water?
What’s that?
A drink?
Oh?
Water!
Uh, no thank you.
Would you like to come in?
Would you…
I’m sorry, I cannot hear you with this dog’s barking!

I turned around then, and walked back into the woods. For all I know,
the woodsman stayed on his doorstep.
CONVERSATION
BETWEEN WOODSMAN
AND DOG
W:
D:
W:
D:
W:
D:
W:
D:
W:
W:

Bad girl! Shoo!
Pant, pant, pant
OK, play fetch, then.
pant, pant, Pant
Ready?
Pant, pant, Pant, pant
OK! Get the ball!
OK.
Ready?
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QUOTATION FROM
MARK TWAIN
“I didn’t attend the funeral, but I sent a nice letter saying I approved of it.”
THE LETTER
(UNSENT)
Sunday, May 30
Mr. Woodsman
Gobeille Way
Lincoln, ME
Dear Sir,
I would thank you sincerely for your offer of water, but have recently heard
of your untimely death. I would like to apologize for not phoning the police. I
should have immediately, but did not think such a big bang could fit into someone’s
brain. Instead, your corpse sat rotting in your living room for six days. This is
unfortunate, and I would like to apologize if your position was uncomfortable.
I was also informed that half of your body was eaten by your dear German
Shepherd (I wonder if this is considered cannibalism for I know she was all the
family you had). I hope you receive these parts back in heaven (perhaps pending
the death of the German Shepherd?). I am very sorry for your loss and do wish
you the best.
Kindest regards!
Yours,
Mr. XXXXXXXXX
PS: I have heard rumor of a wonderful funeral, and am glad there were people
who knew you once. I will not expect an invitation.
PPS: I beg of you to stop haunting me.

THE BIG BANG THEORY
I heard a gunshot in the woods today.
No, no, no, no, no. The neighbor has killed himself again.
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Jacques Rancourt

THE WORK
OF THE LIVING

I climb into the casket to hold
you better, to mirror your powdered
lifeless hands, or just lie there and rest
my chin on the shelf between ear
and shoulder for a while. I’ve heard
that death is a deep yawn, the light fading,
bridging the void between dark sleepiness
and somewhere else. If anything, death
is more like drowning. If anything,
you on your back, floating downstream
through diamonds, staring
up at a prism, a white prism, sparkling.
Look. Here I am, living, going about the work
of the living, keeping the gold of you flaring:
the last memory I claim of you is from two
weeks before, you in your bed, hardly you,
always asleep now and moaning:
diamonds on the water,
those studs of red flares near the end.
When you died, I was two hundred miles away,
listening to the electric gurgle
of a fountain. I wasn’t my cousin who held
your hand and felt your pulse soften,
or even my mother who slept
in the room above where your soul’s fog
must have passed through. In the weeks
before that night, you yelled from your chair,
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Get out! get out, all of you! I’m too old for this—
for what, I’ll never know—Don’t you people
understand? When you told me words
were the souls’ gift to one another, our own
Promethean fire, even then, did you know
what you were saying? How you lit
me up, woman, sitting by your feet those late
years before words came to me, while you read
Beowulf outloud, your voice billowing
with the plumes of the burial pyre, marbling
towards heaven and falling back over the sweeping
waves. I was smaller then, still light enough
for your lap. You helped me point towards
the sun-refracted water and whispered
into the curl of my ear, Do you see them?
Do you see the diamonds on the water?
Those memories crosshatch and lie across
one another in the quick turning of days,
the shift of time; when I think of you, I think
of everything at once: the wildflowers I picked
drooping in a glass, crayon-drawn pictures of us
on your fridge—not any different than
this poem. Or your split lip, spreading wide
at just the sight of me. Back through
the current’s rush, back to the summer
before the summer I learned to swim, sitting
on the drysplit wooden planks of the docks,
you on the edge, toes curled over. The flinch
of your knees, lady, as you pushed off, diving
where I could not follow.
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Contributors’ Notes

Linsey Albrecht has four loves in her life: animals,
art, people, and everything else (give or take a few
things). She is the descendent of circus folk and
farmers. Because of this, she has a bit of a “that girl
ain’t right” malady. Her goal in life is to find a state
of peace and acceptance. She also hopes to someday
swim with giant ocean sunfish, or shake hands with
a giant squid.

Kate Baum has butterflies bursting out of her coat
pocket.

A. Liam Bechen lives in a genderless shoebox. A fifthyear senior, he walks barefoot between moments and
shares his life with a guitar, his cat, and love. In his
spare time, he runs a gender-rights project and traces
lines between the footsteps of Adrienne Rich.

Courtney Marie Bengtson is a senior Rehabilitation
Services major at UMF. She has published poetry in
the Sandy River Review twice before, as well as in
a midwestern literary magazine entitled The Mad
Hatter. Her passion for writing has never left her
and, she suspects, it never will.

Amy Blankenship has a junior scientist’s biology set.
This means she is constantly viewing things under
a microscope. You can find her collecting bits of
people’s lives and placing them on glass slides. Her
most intriguing find was a small strand of hair from
a girl in Nantucket. From this strand, Amy can see
back to the edge of the world, back to the beginning
of time. Surely if you ask, she’ll be happy to show
you too.

Hellen L. Bourque will not pass Go. She will not
collect $200.

Lee Cart is a CW major at UMF. She likes mint
chocolate chip cookies, ginger brandy and black cats.
Her ideal day would be spent on the beach in Mexico
with her husband and they’d have plenty of cold
margaritas on hand. Lee likes hanging out with her
kids, their friends and learning to play the drums.

Emily Cramer likes cooking, snowshoeing, trailrunning, hiking, camping, snorkeling, fly-fishing,
and rock-climbing, but her true love will always be
The Sandy, to whom she sends annual flowers.

Mary Ellms has left the great city of Farmington,
in case you hadn’t noticed; surely UMF must be a
lot quieter without Mary around. She now puts her
creative writing degree to good use at a community
action program, where she helps low-income families
apply for heating assistance funds. She’s still waiting
for her big break, be it on stage or in literature, but
when it happens, beware! UMF will have a new
theater, Alice James Books will have new intern
computers, and the Sandy will have an unlimited
budget, compliments of Mary Ellms.

Rachel Helm loves learning new things. She is known
for never having taken notes in any class but instead
fills her notebook with stick figures and drawings
of her cat, Wanda. She is inspired by poet Elizabeth
Bishop, artist James Jean and is only slightly ashamed
to admit that she has a soft spot for ABBA. She hopes
to age gracefully surrounded by 6 (maybe 7) cats.

Mackenzie Jones was raised in the village of
Gangtok, located in the foot of the Himalayas, where
she enjoyed a carefree childhood accompanied by
her babu and her charming speckled goat, Karim.
While in the states, Mackenzie enjoys root beer,
photography, modge podge, most teas when hot, and
the beach. Sporadically, she attempts random feats of
creativity; these include but are not limited to: flower
arranging, painting, yoga, knitting, and personal
relationships. She is sometimes successful.

Robbie Kanner is a new media aspiring artist who
enjoys chamomile tea and conversations that may be
viewed as “post-modern.” He has been late turning
in a bio for the past four times he has been accepted
into the Sandy, and she has been late once under the
alias, rennak. Ambiguity is not the same as oppressed,
and I choose to be undecided.

Danielle LeBlanc is a recent BFA graduate who
loved the Sandy so much she couldn’t stay away. She
feels that her time at Farmington, most especially
her time spent with that vibrant writing community,
helped her grow not only as a poet but has a person.
Currently she is studying for her MA in Publishing
and Writing at Emerson College and trying to
memorize the entire Chicago Manuel of Style.

Vin¢ Leonetti is a painter and a musician and he
makes a mean California roll. He made the painting
about mountains and bats and silhouettes. His better
half is Emily Young, who is a couturier and a writer
and also a baker of cookies. She wrote a novel about
some confused people, from which the story about
fish and sadness was excerpted.

Matthew Luzitano’s short prose piece “Sassafras,
Cataracts, & Cadillacs” won an Emmy, making it
the first non-television show to do so. Each year,
Matt dresses up as a jolly, old elf with a red coat and a
bowl-full-of-jelly belly, delivering toys to children
across the world. A master con artist, Matt panhandled
in several successful roles including The Wizard of
Oz, Miss Cleo, and all three of the Fox sisters.

Mollie Lyne is a 5’5’’ brunette, pear-shaped. She has
green eyes, a Monroe (not the lady), gauged ears,
and red glasses. She loves long walks in the cities
and candle lit dinners in the mall. Mollie is looking
for someone to have coffee with at breakfast, snack,
lunch, snack, dinner, and midnight snack. If you
would like to contact her, play 90s music and bring
veggie burgers. Please ignore this ad if you feel less
than the world.

Devin McGuire holds a BFA degree in creative
writing from UMF. He’s been called “The greatest
poet in Farmington, Maine.” Due to his penchant
for cold beer and raw gutsy lines a few locals also
know him as “Bukowski Jr.” He likes visiting the
coffee shop in his pajamas and adores committing
daily mass murder to thousands of microbes through
showering. Devin also works as part time assistant
editor for the poetry journal The Aurorean.

Becca Park eats pomegranates out of Poland Spring
bottles.

My name is Ryan Pickering. Here are some places
I wish I were from: Mary’s Igloo, Alaska, Monkey’s
Eyebrow, Arizona, Paradox, Colorado, Lorida,
Florida, Shoulderblade, Kentucky, Climax, Michigan,
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, Can do, North
Dakota, Half.com, Oregon, Canadian, Texas. Things
I wish I were: A haberdasher, a fortune cookie writer,
a gum buster, a candlestick maker, Marcel Proust.
I hope very much that you like my stories please.

Jacques Rancourt wonders if there is a future in
poetry for him, considering there are already two
famous poets named Jacques Rancourt. He would
like to thank the Sandy for publishing some previous
work, allowing him to be her editor for a semester,
and for all the nights of hot sex. He will always cherish
those papercuts.

Trevor Spangle is a senior BFA major who was born
and raised in Lebanon, Oregon. The last five years of
his life have led him from San Diego, California to
Portland, Oregon, and now to Farmington, Maine.
Trevor enjoys writing Non-Fiction and Poetry, and
fancies wood floors, microbrews, and traveling by
train.

We were unable to speak directly to DJ Taylor, as he
is currently spending time on a Navajo Reservation,
participating in a three day Peyote Ceremony. His
super-powers include (but are not limited to) the
ability to fly and see in the dark.

Andrew Thompson is a senior (sort of ) double
majoring in Music Composition and Studio Art.
He enjoys playing the ukulele, writing music with as
few ledger lines as possible, and listening to records
far too loudly.

